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Abstract
Motion is an important part of computer graphics. Skeletal motion, in particular, has
been the focus of a great deal of research. Today, there exists a large body of techniques
for processing and editing skeletal motion, increasing the versatility of each animation
clip. However, analogous techniques have not yet been developed for deforming sur-
face animations, where the surface geometry undergoes completely free-form motion.
Likewise, polygonal meshes are a central part of computer graphics, and have also
been the focus of much research. Many techniques have been developed for editing
and approximating meshes with static geometry. However, these techniques do not
generally carry over to deforming surfaces.
This is unfortunate, as free-form deforming surfaces are becoming increasingly com-
mon in movies, games, and scientific applications. Moreover, these surfaces are fre-
quently quite time-consuming to generate. It is therefore important to develop ways
to increase the versatility of each generated motion clip. This dissertation presents
the methods I have developed to do just that, allowing motion clips to be edited and
processed in ways analogous to existing static mesh and skeletal motion methods.
Also, deforming surfaces are frequently generated with entirely too many vertices for
any given frame. This is especially true of physically generated animations (such as
cloth), since the surface must be subdivided enough to accommodate any possible de-
formation. After generation, however, this extra detail is not needed for tasks such as
rendering and playback. This dissertation presents my deforming surface approxima-
tion method, which yields a temporally coherent sequence of multiresolution meshes
that approximate the surface at multiple levels of detail.
I have also developed a simple but powerful rotation-invariant differential mesh rep-
resentation that can easily accommodate any connected triangle mesh (including non-
manifold and non-orientable surfaces). This representation is useful not only for free-
form motion processing but also for general geometric mesh editing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Complex time-varying surfaces arise in countless applications. By their very nature,
the center of attention in any movie or game is invariably in motion. Furthermore, many
scientific applications of computer graphics (visualization of natural phenomenon)
make heavy use of time-changing geometry. Many kinds of animation (for example,
cloth) are represented by a single mesh with arbitrarily varying vertex positions over
time. Research on such deforming surfaces lies at the intersection of animation and
mesh processing. Animation research has primarily focused on processing skeletal an-
imations, with very little attention paid to general deforming surfaces (except in the
areas of generation and compression). On the other hand, mesh processing has focused
primarily on static surfaces.
The goal of my work, as presented in this thesis, is to develop methods for approximat-
ing, editing, and processing deforming surfaces and free-form motion. The methods
I present here allow these operations to be performed on deforming surfaces as easily
and effectively as can currently be done with static surfaces and skeletal motion.
1.1 Context
There are essentially three broad categories of motion data in use in computer graphics.
The simplest form of motion, called skeletal motion, is that which can be represented by
a small number of rigid-bodies, arranged in a hierarchy (the “skeleton”). This category
includes both single body rigid-motion, and animated characters such as the human
shown in Figure 1.1. Generally, such rigid motion is encoded in joint angles between
skeleton “bones” and the orientation of each bone is mapped to the character’s surface
using a skinning algorithm [60]. Vertices near joints are affected by more than one
bone, producing non-rigid motion at the joints only. By and large, the majority of the
surface undergoes only rigid motions. Because of its relative simplicity, and usefulness
in representing human (and other vertebrate) motion, a large amount of research and
industrial work has gone into this category. Such data is routinely captured directly
from human actors and can be processed by any number of commonly available tools
[33, 34].
The second category of motion consists of much less structured motion, and is the cat-
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Figure 1.1: There currently exists a wealth of techniques for processing the articulated
motion of human characters, such as this woman. The work presented in this thesis
enables the approximation, editing, and processing of free-form motion, such as the
dress she is wearing.
egory I have focused on in my thesis. Here, the topology of the surface is represented
by a single unstructured polygonal mesh for all time, but the geometry is allowed to
have any configuration on any frame of the animation. I call this kind of surface a
deforming surface, and the motion it undergoes free-form motion. Deforming surfaces
are generated through physical simulation (such as the dress in Figure 1.1) [19], shape
metamorphosis [81], by-hand animation [70], and more recently, even motion cap-
ture [65, 77]. Such free-form motion is generally represented simply by a sequence of
frames, each consisting of a complete set of vertex positions. Obviously, this kind of
data is much more space-intensive than skeletal motion. There have been a number of
methods developed for compressing this data by reducing the amount of information
needed to encode the changes in geometry over time [5, 35, 42, 54]. However, there
has been comparatively little research on how to effectively approximate (in a spatial
sense) or edit time-varying geometry. Nor has there been much work on how to process
free-form motion (preferably, in ways analogous to skeletal motion processing). This
thesis represents significant advancements in all three of these areas.
The third category of motion is even more unstructured. Here, the animation can un-
dergo completely arbitrary changes— both the geometry and the topology of the sur-
face can change. Often such animations are represented by implicit surfaces, but can
also be represented with meshes by using an entirely new mesh on each frame. Each
frame has possibly quite different topology (and therefore different connectivity) as
well as geometry. An example of such an animation is an isosurface of time varying
volume data. Fluid simulations often require this kind of visualization, as the topology
of the liquid surface can change rapidly and arbitrarily [26]. The methods I present
in this thesis require fixed connectivity input, so dynamic-topology animations are be-
yond the scope of this work. However, my deforming surface approximation method
produces dynamic-mesh animations (as approximations of a fixed-mesh animation),
with an efficient scheme for encoding the changes in connectivity over time.
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Figure 1.2: Top Left: A simulated cape on a cow. Top Middle: The cape doesn’t fit the
horse, but after some quick editing (Top Right) it does. Not satisfied with the fit, the
user makes a few more edits. Bottom: Three frames of the final editing results.
1.2 Motivation
As mentioned above, the processing and alteration of skeletal motion has received
much attention in graphics research and the industry. Likewise, static-geometry pro-
cessing and editing is also a relatively mature field in computer graphics. However,
there are virtually no techniques available for editing and processing deforming sur-
faces and their free-form motion.
The ability to edit deforming surfaces would, however, be extremely useful. Such data
is often generated through physical simulation (e.g., cloth). Simulations are notoriously
difficult to control and often require many runs (whilst the artist fiddles with simulation
parameters and the environment) to get the desired result. Given this large time invest-
ment in generating each simulation, it would be ideal if the resulting motion could be
reused in other contexts. Up until this point, such general deforming surface reuse has
not been possible. The methods I have developed, however, allow surfaces to be edited
and the edits propagated to other frames. They also allow new keyframes to be inserted
smoothly into existing free-form motion clips. These techniques can be used, among
other things, to alter an animation for use in another context. For example, Figure 1.2
shows a cloth cape, which was originally simulated on a stationary cow, being refit for
a galloping horse using my system.
It would also be quite desirable to be able to build up databases of free-form motion
clips that could be blended together and reused just as can be done with skeletal motion
[50]. The challenge here is finding the right way of blending free-form motion. Figure
1.3d shows an example of how badly simple linear vertex interpolation can fail when
blending free-form motion clips. To address this, I have developed a blending operator
based on the relative orientations of adjacent triangles, which yields superior results
(Figure 1.3e).
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(a) Original motion (top) looped with my blending operator (bottom)
(b) Source frame 30 (c) Source frame 174 (d) Linear blending (e) My Blending Operator
Figure 1.3: Making a clip loop seamlessly by blending first and last 60 frames.
Simulations may also contain errors that result in nonphysical behavior, which gener-
ally renders the entire animation unusable. The top of Figure 1.1 shows an example of
this. Here, high speed character motion has caused the cloth to become tangled with
itself. Although methods exist for untangling such configurations during simulation,
they generally work over a number of frames (i.e. the tangle is not immediately re-
solved) [8, 76]. This results in a region of animation where the output cloth is still
tangled. Thus far, such situations usually require re-simulating the entire animation.
It would be helpful if the offending frames could be edited to correct the errors, with-
out adversely affecting the rest of the animation sequence. Using the keyframe editing
tools I have developed for deforming surfaces, a user can insert corrected frames into
the animation. These new keyframes will be smoothly interpolated into the existing
motion. In the bottom of Figure 1.1, I have untangled the cloth as a post process, and
added in additional motion to achieve the desired artistic effect.
Conversely, the artist may desire nonphysical behavior, to achieve a particular effect.
Ideally, one would wish to be able to edit a physical simulation output or motion cap-
tured data to introduce any kind of additional geometry changes or nonphysical motion
that the simulator or motion capture was unable to provide. My deforming surface
editing tools can easily accommodate this as well. For example, Figure 1.4 shows a
person’s face being pressed into a motion captured cloth animation.
In addition to editing, another aspect of static geometry processing that does not di-
rectly carry over to deforming surfaces is approximation. Very little work has addressed
this area as well. This is unfortunate, because many deforming surfaces have far more
detail than necessary. For example, consider the cow’s cloth cape shown in Figure 1.2.
The mesh for a single frame of this deforming surface is shown in Figure 1.5. No-
tice how regular the mesh is. This is convenient for simulation, but it is unnecessary
and wasteful for storage and playback. Note also how large portions of the geometry
are relatively smooth. These regions could be replaced with larger triangles without
much loss in quality. Indeed, this could be accomplished by one of the many methods
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Figure 1.4: A piece of deforming, motion-captured cloth (top), is embossed with a
human face (bottom).
Figure 1.5: The mesh for a single frame of a cloth animation. The regular sampling of
the shape is convenient for simulation, but wasteful for playback.
that exist for static mesh simplification [28]. However, using such static methods on
deforming surfaces does not work, in general. If one attempts to use a single approx-
imation for all frames of a highly-deforming animation, the approximation is likely to
be quite poor on a large number of frames. On the other hand, if one simplifies each
frame independently, there will be no coherence between successive approximations,
resulting in an unpleasant “jiggling” of the surface.
To address this problem, I have developed a method to incrementally update the ap-
proximation of a deforming surface over time. This yields temporally coherent ap-
proximations with relatively low error on every frame. Figure 1.6 shows an example
of using this method to approximate the cow’s 20,000 vertex cape at multiple levels of
detail. The scene shown contains 550 capes, all of which are animated independently.
The approximations range from 1,600 vertices to 50 vertices, with decreasing detail
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Figure 1.6: A fleet of 550 “super cows” flying through space. The capes are vari-
ous LOD approximations of a single 20,000 vertex animation, and are each updated
individually. The scene is rendered in real-time.
the further the cape is from the viewpoint. The scene runs at 60 frames per second on
modern hardware (3GHz Xeon processor, with Quadro FX 4500 graphics card).
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of my work, as presented in this dissertation, are the following:
• Deforming Surface Approximation. I have developed a technique for adap-
tively generating multiresolution hierarchies for each frame of a deforming sur-
face animation. This provides much greater temporal coherence than building
an entirely new hierarchy on every frame, while simultaneously keeping the ap-
proximation error low on all frames. By storing the incremental changes, rather
than the full hierarchies on each frame, I achieve a compact progressive repre-
sentation of the time-varying sequence of multiresolution meshes. Furthermore,
the adaptive hierarchies I generate are still fully compatible with existing view-
dependent refinement techniques.
• Adaptive Multiresolution Transform. I have developed a wavelet-like trans-
form for deforming surfaces that can be used for multiresolution editing and
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geometric (spatial) signal processing of deforming surfaces. With the addition
of a simple technique I call basis smoothing, this adaptive transform can yield
fully temporally coherent results. A user can perform multiresolution edits to
any frame of the animation, and have these edits propagated to the other frames
in a sensible fashion. They can also perform temporally coherent spatial signal
processing to enhance or damp out geometric features of a deforming surface.
• Free-Form Motion Processing. I have also developed a representation of free-
form motion that allows processing in ways analogous to what can currently be
done with skeletal motion. For example, different free-form motion clips can be
blended together or looped seamlessly. Also, a user can edit any frames of the
animation and insert them as a new keyframes, with the motion smoothly warped
to accommodate them. Finally, temporal signal processing can be performed on
the motion itself— distinct from the spatial signal processing mentioned above—
to damp out or enhance angular or linear frequencies of the motion. This tem-
poral signal processing framework also allows selected motion frequencies to be
transferred from one deforming surface to another.
• Rotation-InvariantMesh Representation. Using the same representation that I
developed for motion-processing, I also show how this forms a rotation-invariant
differential representation of the mesh. This intrinsic representation can be used
to perform detail preserving edits of a surface. Because of its triangle based
formulation, it is simpler than prior rotation invariant formulations and it can ef-
fortlessly handle non-manifold and non-orientable surfaces.
1.4 Overview of Material
I begin with a discussion of surface approximation and editing techniques and anima-
tion processing and compression, along with an overview of related work in Chapter
2. I then present my algorithm for generating adaptive multiresolution hierarchies for
deforming surfaces in Chapter 3, and related proofs in Chapter 4. My adaptive mul-
tiresolution transform and related editing system for deforming surfaces are presented
in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 presents my free-form motion processing framework
and rotation-invariant differential mesh representation. I conclude with a discussion in
Chapter 7 of possible future research directions stemming from this work.
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Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
This chapter presents an overview of background material used in the rest of this disser-
tation. It also provides a discussion of existing related work. In dealing with deforming
surfaces, I must draw on techniques from both geometry and animation processing.
2.1 Polygonal Meshes
Polygonal meshes are a common surface representation in computer graphics. A mesh
M = (V,F) comprises a set of vertices V and a set of faces F . Each vertex v ∈ V
has associated with it a geometric position, xv ∈ R3. The vertices define the ge-
ometry of the shape. The topology of the shape is represented by the set of faces
F = { f1, f2, f3, ..., fm}. Each face f ∈ F is an ordered tuple of three or more vertices
f = (i, j,k, ...), where i, j,k, ... ∈ V . Each vertex that appears in a given face tuple is
said to be a corner of that face, and the face is said to be incident on the vertex.
In addition, meshes have edges. There is an edge (i, j) for each distinct unordered pair
of vertices that appear in succession in a face tuple (with the first vertex being said
to appear in succession with the last vertex). The edges (i, j) and ( j, i) are the same.
A single edge may occur in one face (called a boundary edge), two faces (called a
manifold edge), or more than two faces (called a non-manifold edge). I also will say
that a face is incident on an edge, meaning that the edge occurs in that face tuple. The
geometry associated with the edges adjacent to any given face forms the boundary of
the polygon associated with that face.
The two vertices at the endpoints of an edge are said to be adjacent to each other, and
the graph formed by the vertices and edges is called the primal graph. Two faces that
are both incident on the same edge are also said to be adjacent to each other. Taking
the faces as dual vertices, and their adjacency information as dual edges forms the dual
graph.
The notion of manifold meshes will be used in various ways throughout this disserta-
tion. Therefore, I will define here precisely what is meant by a surface being manifold.
Intuitively, a manifold point is one where the surface around it looks locally the same
as a disk. A manifold surface is one where every point on it is a manifold point. For a
polygonal mesh to be manifold, this means that exactly two faces are incident on each
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(a) Manifold edge (b) Non-manifold edge (c) Manifold vertex (d) Non-manifold vertex
Figure 2.1: Examples of manifold and non-manifold mesh configurations.
.
edge. Furthermore, the dual graph of the faces incident on a vertex is a single con-
nected cycle. Figure 2.1 shows some examples of manifold and non-manifold edges
and vertices.
Note that the above definition excludes surfaces with boundary. Amesh that ismanifold
with boundary is the same as a manifold mesh, except each edge may have one or two
incident faces.
For a manifold mesh (without boundary) the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic is defined
by
χ = |F |− |E|+ |V |, (2.1)
where E is the set of edges [17]. The most important property of χ is that it is related to
the genus (or number of “handles”) of the surface. Thus, two different polygonazations
of the same surface will have the same Euler-Poincare´ characteristic. I use this fact in
my correctness proofs in Chapter 4. The specific relationship between χ and the genus
g of a manifold is
g=
2−χ
2
. (2.2)
For example, a sphere has no handles, so g= 0,χ = 2. A donut has one handle, so g=
1,χ = 0, and so on [17]. Any two manifolds with the same genus are homeomorphic
to one another [17].
2.1.1 Mesh Simplification
Meshes can be acquired through laser-range scanning, or built “by-hand” using various
modelling packages. Those that are acquired through scanning often are more densely
sampled than necessary. In addition, regardless of its origin, a given shape may be used
in varying contexts (i.e., near, far) for which different sampling densities are suitable.
There is now extensive literature on the approximation of dense polygonal meshes by
coarser meshes that preserve surface detail [28,59]. These methods can be used without
further modification for rigid motion animations, as rigid motion does not cause local
changes in geometry. However, for a deforming surface, the suitability of any single
approximation degrades quickly as the surface deforms away from the configuration on
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Figure 2.2: Example of applying edge contraction. The bold edge on the left hand side
has been contracted on the right hand side.
which the approximation was built. Chapter 3 describes the algorithm I have developed
for producing approximations of deforming surfaces. This section contains background
information about static-surface simplification algorithms, as my algorithm is based, in
part, on these techniques.
The most commonly used static-surface simplification methods are based on iterative
edge contraction, such as the algorithms due to Hoppe [38] and Garland & Heck-
bert [30]. Iterative edge contraction proceeds by first assigning some cost function
to each edge in the mesh. The cost should be indicative of how much the error of the
approximation will increase if the two vertices adjacent to that edge are combined into
one vertex (whose position is also determined by the cost function). The edge contrac-
tion itself involves removing the faces that are incident on the edge, and combining the
two vertices that form the endpoints of the edge. Edge contractions continue in order of
increasing cost until the desired mesh complexity is reached, or a specified error bound
is exceeded. Figure 2.2 shows an example of applying an edge contraction to a simple
mesh, and Figure 2.3a shows multiple levels of detail of a single mesh, computed with
iterative edge contraction.
The actual cost function (more commonly called an error metric) depends on the spe-
cific goals of the approximation. However, in my work I have found Garland & Heck-
bert’s Quadric Error Metric (QEM) [28] to be effective, simple, and fast. The QEM
can be thought of as being a very loose approximation of the standard RMS distance
between surfaces. Each vertex is conceptually assigned a set of planes (initially the
planes adjacent to the vertex), and the error is the sum of squared distances from the
vertex to those planes (initially the distance is zero). When two vertices are contracted
together, the new set of planes is the union of the original two sets. In fact, this er-
ror metric does not explicitly track planes. Instead only the coefficients of a quadric
describing the distance computation are stored. Combining two vertices amounts to
adding the coefficients of the two associated quadrics. See Garland’s dissertation for
more information [29].
For a given contraction c in a sequence of edge contractions, some other contractions
may be dependent on c, and c may be dependent on other contractions. These depen-
dencies can be represented in a simple multiresolution structure called a vertex hier-
archy. If an approximation vertex i was the result of contracting together two other
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(a) Multiple LOD of a horse mesh
(b) Level 7
(c) Level 7 subdivided and smoothed
(d) Level 6
Figure 2.3: A standard multiresolution mesh transform. The same horse geometry can
be represented at multiple levels of detail (a). A Multiresolution transform begins by
taking the base level (b), subdividing and smoothing it (c) and differencing this against
the original geometry at that subdivided level of detail (d).
vertices j and k, then j and k are children of i in the hierarchy. These vertex hierar-
chies can be used for adaptive refinement of the mesh [39, 58, 80]. With this single
hierarchical structure, an application can extract many possible approximations of the
input surface. This has been used most frequently for performing view-dependent re-
finement for real-time display. Such a technique could be used to attempt to adapt an
approximation of a deforming surface. However, the quality of a vertex hierarchy built
on a single frame also degrades as the underlying geometry changes. The algorithm I
describe in Chapter 3 produces a time-varying multiresolution hierarchy that is better
suited for deforming surfaces, while still supporting view-dependent refinement.
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2.1.2 Detail Preserving Surface Editing
There are a number of surface and mesh editing techniques that have been developed
in recent years. I focus my attention here on those that can be considered “detail pre-
serving.” This means that they attempt to maintain the local structure of the surface
while edits are being made. These methods essentially fall into two related categories:
multiresolution editing, and differential surface editing. The deforming surface edit-
ing method I describe in Chapter 5 is a multiresolution method, whereas the rotation-
invariant keyframe editor I describe in Chapter 6 is a differential method.
Multiresolution Editing
Multiresolution editing techniques decompose the surface into multiple levels of smooth
approximations, and corresponding fine-scale details. This allows large-scale edits to
be performed while preserving fine details.
Zorin et al. [84] developed the first multiresolution editing method for static surfaces,
based on Loop subdivision [57]. Subdivision based analysis, however, is limited to
meshes with semi-regular connectivity (all vertices have the same valence, except a
small subset of isolated vertices).
It is possible, however, to perform multiresolution editing on meshes with irregular
connectivity. Kobbelt et al. [49] presented a multiresolution editing and signal pro-
cessing method for irregular static meshes, using mesh simplification to build the mul-
tiresolution pyramid. Guskov et al. [37] improved upon this, with the definition of the
2nd-order divided differences relaxation operator for arbitrary meshes.
All of these multiresolution schemes can be considered generalizations of the Burt-
Adelson [16] pyramid for images. They all work in the same basic way, as depicted
in Figure 2.3. The generic steps involved are downsampling, upsampling, detail differ-
encing, and detail addition.
Downsampling involves removing detail from the mesh. For subdivision surface based
schemes this is trivial [84]. For irregular mesh schemes [37, 49], this usually involves
mesh decimation as discussed in Section 2.1.1, with a modified metric that also at-
tempts to regularize edge lengths. Many conventional multiresolution transforms (e.g.,
for images) also incorporate a pre-smoothing step into downsampling, but it has been
found to be largely unnecessary for meshes [37].
Upsampling involves increasing the mesh complexity, without increasing the geometric
detail. For subdivision surface schemes, this is just the subdivision operator itself,
perhaps with additional smoothing. For irregular mesh schemes, this involves assigning
the next finer level’s connectivity the same geometry as the coarser level, and then
smoothing (with, for example, Guskov’s second order relaxation operator [37]).
Detail differencing is used to compute the difference between upsampled geometry,
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and the original geometry at that level (the level that has the same connectivity as the
upsampled mesh). Generally, this is done by simply computing the difference vector
for each vertex. This set of detail vectors encodes the details that were lost by down-
sampling and upsampling. For multiresolution editing, these detail vectors need to be
represented in local frames (relative to the surface) so that they rotate correctly when
the surface is edited.
Detail addition is simply the act of adding the detail vectors to the upsampled geometry.
If the detail vectors and base surface are both unchanged, this will return the mesh to
its original geometry (up to numerical precision).
The above steps can be preformed once each, for a two-band decomposition [11], or
multiple times, for a multiresolution decomposition [37]. Each level of detail vectors
provide information very similar to a frequency decomposition of a function. In par-
ticular, scaling the detail vectors gives behavior in some sense analogous to scaling the
frequency bands of a function (as in a stereo’s graphic equalizer).
Given a two-band or multiresolution decomposition of the surface, manipulating the
coarse representation and then reconstructing yields detail-preserving edit behavior.
Since the detail vectors are represented relative to the coarser surface’s local frames,
details rotate appropriately when the base surface is locally rotated.
Existing irregular mesh multiresolution techniques work well for static surfaces [37,
49]. However, since the pyramid construction in these methods depends heavily on
the geometry, it is suitable only for analyzing similar geometry (i.e., nearby frames
in an animation). One could imagine simply building a new multiresolution hierarchy
on each frame, but this would yield very noisy results. The time-varying transform I
present in Chapter 5 allows multiresolution editing and geometric signal processing to
be performed on deforming surfaces in a temporally coherent manner.
Differential Surface Editing
The two-band decomposition mentioned briefly above simply decomposes the surface
into a smooth component and a set of details. This requires that the user explicitly
select how much smoothing to perform (i.e., what scale is to be considered detail).
Differential mesh representations [72], however, essentially make this choice implicit.
These techniques represent local shape information in relative coordinate systems; each
vertex on the mesh is represented relative to its neighbors. This automatically encodes
the local details of the surface. The main challenge with such methods is to make the
differential representation invariant under various global transformations of the surface
(in particular: rotation and translation). The reason this is necessary is because then
the details will be correctly maintained when those global transformations are applied
during editing. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.4.
Differential mesh editing techniques work by first representing the shape in a local
representation, and then imposing new boundary constraints (such as, this part of the
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(a) Original shape (b) Edited shape
Figure 2.4: Example of performing a rotational edit with a rotationally invariant dif-
ferential mesh representation. Note how the spines on the box maintain their local
orientation relative to the nearby surface.
surface must be oriented like so). Finally the surface is reconstructed from the lo-
cal representation and the boundary constraints, usually via some sort of least-squares
linear system.
Although these least-squares systems are convenient, technically the problem of differ-
ential mesh reconstruction should be posed as a system of PDEs and then solved with
techniques such as finite differences, finite elements, or the spectral method. In cer-
tain instances, the least-squares systems can be formulated in a way that is equivalent
to using finite differences. Also, methods that are rotation invariant should naturally
lead to nonlinear optimization problems, since measures of rotational difference are
inherently nonlinear. However, such measures can be approximated by a suitable lin-
earization, such as using the Frobenius norm of the rotation matrix.
There have been several recent developments in the area of differential mesh editing.
Sorkine et al. [71] use a formulation based on the Laplace equation, which yields a
translation invariant representation, and use a local linear approximation of rotations to
ameliorate artifacts caused by rotational edits. The formulation used by Yu et al. [82]
is based on the more general Poisson equation, and they attempt to deal with rotations
by explicitly propagating handle transformations to alter the coordinate gradient fields
before reconstructing. Sheffer and Kraevoy [68] developed the first rotationally invari-
ant representation; however, their reconstruction process is non-linear and so relatively
expensive. Lipman et al. [56] developed a rotationally invariant representation whose
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Figure 2.5: Skeletal motion. Left: Boxes represent the individual rigid transformations
of each bone in the skeletal hierarchy. Right: A mesh “skin” is applied using linear
combinations of bone transformations.
reconstruction process is linear. As mentioned before, this method should really be
used with a nonlinear optimizer that works with a true measure of rotation. However,
using a linear method is efficient and works well as long as the bending of the sur-
face implied by the boundary conditions is not too great. Large rotational edits can be
broken down into smaller rotations, which essentially amounts to a nonlinear method.
My work, as presented in Chapter 6, continues developments in this area by providing
a simpler rotation-invariant representation that is well suited to motion processing, and
which can easily accommodate non-manifold and non-orientable surfaces. Like Lip-
man et al. [56] I use a linear approximation of rotational difference for reconstruction
purposes.
Other recent work on detail-preserving static surface editing include using volumetric
details [10] and the volumetric graph Laplacian [83].
2.2 Skeletal Motion
In contrast to the general absence of methods for free-form motion processing, a broad
spectrum of techniques have been developed to support the editing and processing of
skeletal motion. By and large, these techniques have not been applicable to general
deforming surfaces. However, using the framework I describe in Chapter 6 I have
developed free-form motion analogs of several of these methods.
A skeleton consists of a hierarchy of bones each of which has an associated rigid trans-
formation. Skeletal motion (also called articulated motion) is generally represented
as a temporal sequence of skeleton parameters (typically joint angles), and the motion
of the surface is driven by one of several “skinning” techniques. Games typically use
simple linear combinations of bone transformations to skin the surface, while other ap-
plications may use more sophisticated techniques [60]. Figure 2.5 shows an example
of skeletal motion and skinning.
Skeletal motion is usually generated in one of two ways. It is either hand key-framed
or it is captured from human actors. Motion capture works by tracking a number of
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markers on a human actor, and then fitting a pre-defined skeleton to that data [33]. This
process is not noise-free, and so often requires cleanup and post-processing before the
motion can be used. In particular, a viewer would expect the character’s feet to remain
planted while they are standing or walking [51].
Motion capture allows animation of human characters to be data-driven. However,
artists are not stuck with whatever is output from motion capture sessions. There are a
number of tools available for manipulating this kind of motion data.
First of all, direct manipulation of the skeleton for generating keyframes is usually
performed via inverse kinematics or similar constraint-based methods [27, 34]. Once
keyframes have been generated, existing motion can be warped to smoothly interpo-
late the new keyframes, while retaining the original motion [78]. In addition, clips of
motion can be blended together to form new animations. This is generally done by
blending joint angles over time. Such blending can be used in conjunction with motion
graphs— describing which clips can be blended with others— for synthesizing new
skeletal motion [50,52]. Another example of what can be done with skeletal motion is
temporal signal processing [15].
All of these motion processing techniques rely on a skeletal representation of the mo-
tion. Thus, they are not suited to editing deforming surfaces or processing free-form
motion.
2.3 Deforming Surfaces
Deforming surfaces, as the term is used herein, are time-varying polygonal meshes.
They are represented by a single set of faces for all time, and an arbitrary set of ver-
tex positions for each frame of the animation. Since the geometry of the surface may
change arbitrarily, deforming surfaces can aptly be said to undergo free-form motion.
Most graphics research on deforming surfaces, up until now, has focused on the gener-
ation and compression of the vertex data. In this dissertation, I have chosen instead to
focus on the approximation and alteration of such data. In this section, I will describe
existing techniques for generation and compression, as well as what prior work does
exist in the areas of approximation and editing.
2.3.1 Generation
The methods I present in this dissertation do not depend on the actual way that the
deforming surface data was generated. However, some discussion of where this kind
of data may come from is warranted.
Perhaps the most common source of deforming surface data is cloth simulation. Cloth
simulation is currently seeing heavy use in the movie industry, and is even beginning
to appear in real-time games (albeit in a simpler form). Generally, simulation of cloth
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Figure 2.6: Examples of cloth generated through physical simulation.
involves representing the surface by either an arbitrary triangle mesh or a regular rect-
angular grid and computing forces on each vertex or cloth particle. Forces are either de-
rived from continuum formulations [7, 75] or from mass-spring models [13, 19]. Mod-
ern, high quality cloth simulators usually use semi-implicit integration, as described
by Baraff and Witkin [7], to advance the simulation. Explicit integration can also be
used, however doing so requires either very small time steps or large artificial damping
forces to stabilize the numerics, as the equations involved in cloth simulation are inher-
ently “stiff” [7]. Figure 2.6 shows examples of cloth simulated by my implementation
of Choi and Ko [19] using the modified conjugate gradient solver presented by Baraff
and Witkin [7].
There are many more subtle issues involved in cloth simulation. For example, self-
collision and intersection resolution remains a challenge [8, 76]. However, an in depth
discussion of cloth simulation is beyond the scope of this section.
Another source of deforming surface data is actually motion capture. As with skeletal
motion, computer vision techniques can be used to track points on a surface. With
enough sample points, the surface can be reconstructed. Cloth motion capture is still in
its early stages [65, 77], but it may one day be as common as skeletal motion capture.
Facial motion capture is also a developing technology [23]. Faces, unlike much of the
human body, require non-skeletal representations, as their motion is almost entirely
due directly to muscle shape, rather than bone movement.
Static shape interpolation is another source of deforming surface data. This is an ex-
tensively studied problem. Alexa [4] presents a survey of older shape interpolation
methods. More recently, differential mesh representations have been used successfully
for high-quality shape interpolation with little or no user interaction. These meth-
ods include Laplacian-coordinate based methods [56,71], Poisson gradient-field based
methods [81, 82], and deformation gradient based methods [74]. Indeed, shape inter-
polation in conjunction with a static mesh editing technique provides a way to gener-
ate hand-keyframed deforming surface animations. Examples of such animations are
common [70, 74, 83]. However, these methods are not suited to editing of already de-
forming surfaces. The motion-processing framework I present in Chapter 6 allows new
keyframes to be inserted into existing free-form motion clips.
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2.3.2 Compression
Deforming surfaces can be potentially extremely costly to store. Each frame of the
animation has an entirely new set of geometry, and raw storage of all vertex positions
for all time can require a tremendous amount of space, in comparison to skeletal ani-
mations. However, most deforming surface animations have a great deal of temporal
and spatial coherence (if they did not, they would just look like noise). Therefore, it is
possible to exploit this coherence to produce much smaller representations.
Lengyel [54] first addressed the problem of free-form motion compression by fitting
the animation to a low-parameter motion model, and then encoding the residual. Alexa
and Mu¨ller [5] first decompose out the rigid motion of the object, and then compute an
“average” shape for the surface. They compress the difference from this mean shape
using PCA techniques. Karni and Gotsman [42] extend this method by the addition of
2nd-order linear prediction encoding. Bricen˜o et al. [62] take a significantly different
approach, using parameterization to encode the geometry of the surface as an image.
They can then apply standard video compression to the resulting sequence of geometry
images.
One technique of particular relevance to this dissertation is that of Guskov and Kho-
dakovsky [35]. They perform a wavelet transform of the surface, based on a multireso-
lution mesh pyramid. They then encode the differences in wavelet coefficients between
frames, with a very compact progressive bitplane encoding. Essentially, this technique
works in a very similar manner to the multiresolution editing described in Section 2.1.2.
The wavelet coefficients are the detail vectors computed for each level of the hierarchy.
There are a few minor differences in construction, but the techniques are essentially
identical. Guskov and Khodakovsky’s method, however, uses a single multiresolution
transform for all frames of the animation. Thus it is suitable mainly for meshes that do
not undergo significant parametric changes and whose deformations from the original
shape are not too extreme. As it turns out, the time-varying transform I have devel-
oped for multiresolution editing of deforming surfaces (Chapter 5) can also be used for
wavelet compression. It provides slightly improved performance on animations with
more extreme deformations and less parametric coherence.
In some compression methods there is the concept of I-frames and P-frames. I-frames
encode the shape independently of previous animation frames, whereas P-frames en-
code the shape relative to the the previous animation frame. In wavelet compression
methods [35] I-frames are stored by simply encoding the wavelet coefficients of the
given frame. P-frames are stored by differencing the wavelet coefficients against the
previous frame’s coefficients, and encoding the residual. P-frames typically require far
less storage space than I-frames, however practical compression schemes should peri-
odically store I-frames to provide “seek points” that can be jumped to without decoding
the preceding frames.
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2.3.3 Approximation
Just as with static surfaces, deforming surfaces can be more densely sampled than
necessary. However, compared to the simplification of static surfaces, the problem of
producing good approximations for deforming surfaces has gone largely unaddressed.
There have been some efforts to extend static methods to accommodate time-varying
geometry. One natural approach is to augment standard simplification algorithms to
consider all frames of an animation when choosing an edge to contract. This is the
approach taken by Mohr and Gleicher [61], who adapt the QSlim algorithm [30] by
summing quadrics over each frame of the animation. In a similar approach, Wu sums
together the quadric errors of all frames to estimate the error for a particular edge
collapse [79].
The result of Mohr and Gleicher’s algorithm is a single mesh that attempts to pro-
vide a good “average” approximation over all frames. This approach can produce ac-
ceptable results, provided that the surface does not deform too much, in which case
the “average” best fit mesh tends to be uniformly poor in all frames. DeCoro and
Rusinkiewicz [22] put forth a related method specific to linear-blend skinned models.
This method works quite well, but is limited to a very specific class of deformations.
The above methods still only produce a single static connectivity approximation. There
is, however, one existing scheme that provides a multiresolution format for deforming
surfaces and that creates approximations with time-varying connectivity. It is called the
Time-dependent Directed Acyclic Graph, or T-DAG, and was introduced by Shamir et
al. [66, 67]. The T-DAG is built by merging the individual multiresolution hierarchies
for each frame of a mesh sequence together into a unified graph. Tags are assigned
to each node specifying the time interval over which the node should be alive. The
T-DAG has the advantage of being able to handle arbitrary topology changes as well
as geometric deformations. The primary drawback of this approach is that it is inher-
ently non-incremental and potentially space-inefficient. Although the T-DAG can be
constructed incrementally by taking history into account when performing the mesh
decimation for the next frame, this can worsen the subsequent approximations. An-
other drawback is that it appears to be difficult to maintain an arbitrary cut through
the alive portion of the T-DAG as the animation proceeds, necessitating an inefficient
re-traversal from the roots [67] or the use of the same vertex hierarchy for all time-
steps [66].
A problem related to approximating deforming meshes arises in mesh morphing. If the
source and target meshes do not have identical connectivity, the source cannot be trans-
formed into the target simply by interpolating vertex positions. One standard solution
to this problem is to compute a single static metamesh [53] representing the union of
both meshes. This typically produces a mesh of much higher complexity than the in-
puts. A more economical solution is to compute a sequence of vertex additions, vertex
removals, and edge flips that will transform the source into the target [1, 2, 55]. This
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Figure 2.7: Surface clustering and approximation can be viewed as two sides of the
same problem. Here every approximation vertex represents an entire contiguous cluster
of vertices on the base surface.
incremental updating of the mesh connectivity parallels my own work, as presented in
Chapter 3. But whereas these morphing methods attempt to derive a good sequence of
operations to achieve a specified connectivity, my goal is to adapt the connectivity to
produce a good surface approximation.
Another related problem is that of surface clustering. Clustering is an attractive al-
gorithmic paradigm that is widely used in countless computational disciplines. Of
particular interest here is that iterative edge contraction methods and their resulting hi-
erarchies can be viewed as clustering operations [28]. The set of vertices contracted
together into a single approximation vertex form a cluster on the original surface. In-
dividual contraction operations merge vertex clusters into larger clusters. The vertex
hierarchies (§2.1.1) used for view-dependent refinement simply encode the hierarchi-
cal nesting of these clusters. Figure 2.7 depicts the relationship between clustering and
approximation. Each cluster shown on the cow has been contracted to a single vertex
in the next coarser level. This viewpoint underlies the analysis of Kim and Lee [46]
of the space of all progressive meshes (they called the clusters dual pieces). And Gar-
land et al. [31] demonstrated how to use edge contractions on the dual graph to build
hierarchical face clusters, which they used for a multiresolution radiosity system.
The key to the deforming surface approximation method I present in Chapter 3 is its
reclustering viewpoint: the problem of maintaining a good multiresolution hierarchy
as the surface deforms can be viewed as reclustering problem. A hierarchy built for
the first frame represents a hierarchical clustering of the initial mesh. As the surface
deforms, improvements are made incrementally to this clustering. My approach to mul-
tilevel reclustering is inspired by the well-known Kernighan-Lin partition refinement
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algorithm [45]. In particular, I draw on the hierarchical variants of the Kernighan-
Lin algorithm that have been developed for rapid graph partitioning in the distributed
computing field [43, 44].
Carr and Hart [18] introduced a method of re-clustering a vertex hierarchy utilizing
tree rotations and grandchild swapping. However, to be valid, the clusters must remain
connected. This property can be violated by the tree update operations. Carr and Hart
reduce the probability of invalid tree updates with the use of Bloom filters. However,
their probabilistic method—which they developed for texture atlas rebalancing—is not
suitable for mesh approximation, as it cannot guarantee correctness. Indeed, by defin-
ing a rather different framework for representing and updating the hierarchy, I am able
to guarantee that only valid updates are performed.
2.3.4 Editing
Deforming surfaces are usually quite time-consuming to generate. It is thus important
that tools be provided to allow existing deforming surfaces to be adapted to new pur-
poses. However— as with approximation— editing and processing free-form motion
is a largely unaddressed problem.
Of course, if a surface was generated by hand-keyframing, it can be further manipu-
lated using the same existing controls that were used to generate it in the first place.
However, many deforming surfaces have no pre-existing controls. One of the few ex-
isting methods that can potentially be used to edit such already deforming surfaces,
is due to James & Twigg [41]. They fit a set of nonrigid bones to an existing de-
forming surface, thereby encoding the animation as a static mesh and a sequence of
bone transformations. In addition, they encode deviations of the true surface from the
skinned result. For surfaces undergoing nearly articulated motion, this technique could
be used to extend traditional skeletal motion processing techniques to a more general
setting. Indeed, they show how their method allows limited editing by adding rest-
pose displacement edits, but it might also be possible to edit the bone transformations
themselves (as in skeletal motion editing). However, their focus was not on editing but
rather on limiting bandwidth requirements for fast GPU rendering, and their method
assumes the animation consists mainly of articulated motion. As they point out, this
makes their method less suitable for cloth and other non-articulated deformations.
MESHIK [74] is another system that aims to map traditional articulated motion tech-
niques onto unstructured surfaces. It provides an inverse kinematics engine for un-
structured meshes, where the kinematic behavior of the surface is automatically in-
ferred from a set of example poses. This would be an appealing interface for creat-
ing keyframes that could be used in conjunction with my keyframe insertion method
(Chapter 6).
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2.4 Summary
The fields of meshed geometry processing and skeletal animation are both reasonably
advanced. However, the techniques developed in these fields do not usually carry di-
rectly over to deforming surfaces and free-form motion. Yet, free-form deforming
surfaces are becoming more and more common in production environments, especially
cloth simulations. This dissertation addresses the issue of how to process and manip-
ulate such free-form deforming surfaces, drawing on techniques from both geometry
processing and animation, as well as developing new ones.
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Chapter 3
Progressive Multiresolution
Meshes for Deforming Surfaces1
3.1 Introduction
In many cases, it is advantageous to use a single static mesh connectivity when mod-
eling surface deformations rather than using a separate mesh for each time step. It
requires significantly less storage space and generally makes processing the time se-
quence much more tractable. Many time-stepping finite element simulations also have
a strong preference for maintaining a fixed mesh connectivity, as altering the connec-
tivity can involve an expensive reprojection of the solution to the new mesh. Yet using
a fixed connectivity also has an obvious drawback: it can require far more polygons
than would be necessary in any given frame. This is particularly true for surfaces that
undergo extremely non-rigid deformations, such as might occur in cloth simulations,
morphing, and other non-skeletal forms of animation. Such deformations require ex-
tremely dense meshes, as the static connectivity must be able to accurately represent
all possible deformations of the surface. It is thus very common that meshes used in
generating these deformations have entirely too many triangles in any particular frame.
An example of this is shown in Figure 3.2. This figure shows the mesh used for gen-
1This chapter contains material authored jointly with my advisor, Michael Garland, and previously pub-
lished by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) in the proceedings of the 2005 Symposium on
Computer Animation [47]. The ACM owns the copyright for the published material. However, the copyright
transferral agreement I signed with the ACM states that I retain “the right to reuse any portion of the work,
without fee, in future works of the author’s own, including books, lectures and presentations in all media,
provided that the ACM citation and notice of ACM copyright are included.”
Figure 3.1: Approximating a horse-to-man animation. A single approximation is not
suitable for all frames of this highly non-rigid deformation. My method dynamically
adjusts an entire multiresolution representation over time, producing high quality ap-
proximations at any level-of-detail, on every frame.
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Figure 3.2: Cloth simulators typically require dense meshes to produce good results.
This cloth mesh has 20,000 vertices. However, on any given frame, large portions of
the mesh are smooth and could be represented by fewer vertices.
erating the cow’s cape shown on the left side of Figure 2.6. To simulate the cloth’s
detailed folds and ripples, the simulation mesh required 20,000 vertices. However,
on any given frame large portions of the mesh are quite smooth and could be more
economically represented by larger triangles.
For static surfaces, there is a wide selection of simplification methods that can be used
to remove unnecessary mesh detail. This is not the case for time-varying surfaces. Very
little work has addressed how to maintain accurate approximations of a time-varying
surface, let alone a multiresolution hierarchy that can be used for efficient adaptive
refinement.
Producing a single coarse connectivity approximation of a deforming surface can lead
to arbitrarily bad approximations in certain frames when the surface deformation is
highly non-rigid (see Figure 3.1). A single multiresolution hierarchy yields similarly
bad results—very deep traversals to meet a given error tolerance or very bad approx-
imations for a given triangle budget. On the other hand, producing an entirely new
approximation for each frame wastes a great deal of space and, having no temporal
coherence, can cause the surface to twitch and vibrate in a most unpleasant manner.
I therefore propose a new multiresolution representation for deforming surfaces that
can provide high quality surface approximations at all frames of an animation. I de-
fine a new mesh structure—the multilevel mesh—that represents the input surface at
multiple levels of detail. I have developed a dynamic reclustering scheme that can
incrementally update this hierarchy in response to the geometric deformation of the
underlying surface. By recording a base hierarchy for the initial frame, and a sequence
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of incremental update operations, I arrive at a new progressive representation for time-
varying multiresolution hierarchies. I demonstrate that this provides an efficient means
of extracting high quality static or view-dependent approximations for a deforming
mesh over all frames of an animation.
3.2 The Multilevel Mesh
Mymultilevel mesh is constructed by iterative edge-contraction on an initial meshM0 =
(V0,F0). If M1 = (V1,F1) is the simplified output, I define a set of contraction edges
connecting each vertex a in V1 to all the vertices in V0 that were contracted together to
form a. This process can be repeated to construct additional levels,M2,M3, ...,Mn, and
the contraction edges connecting each level to the one above it. In particular, I use the
QSlim algorithm for this process [30], and choose the vertex count of each successive
level so as to have a constant complexity reduction factor at each level. This factor,
called the branching factor is simply |V0|/|V1|. Note that the branching factor need not
be equal to two. I typically use a branching factor of 4 or 8.
The multilevel mesh structure consists of a number of levels, connected by contrac-
tion edges. Each level is, itself, a mesh, complete with vertices and mesh edges.
Thus, there are two distinct kinds of edges in the multilevel mesh. The contraction
edges indicate which finer vertices were contracted together to form each coarser ver-
tex, whereas the mesh edges indicate the vertex connectivity within a single level
(See Figure 3.3). The structure does not require any level (including the original in-
put) to be manifold. Levels are numbered in increasing order from fine to coarse:
M0 = (V0,F0),M1 = (V1,F1), ...,Mn = (Vn,Fn).
If there is a contraction edge connecting vertex v in level Mk to a vertex a in Mk+1,
then a is called the parent of v. Likewise, v is a child of a. The set of all children of a
particular vertex, a, is a contraction cluster, denoted byCa. Note that a corresponds to
a connected patch (namelyCa) onMk, and also on all lower levels.
Given only the finest level mesh M0, and the contraction clusters at each level, it is
easy to reconstruct the vertex positions and connectivity of each higher level (this will
become important when dynamically modifying the hierarchy). In particular, since
I am using the Quadric Error Metric (QEM) [30], each vertex v in V0 will have an
associated quadric Qv, computed directly from the input mesh. Each vertex a in Vk for
k > 0 will have an associated quadric Qa computed by
Qa = ∑
u∈Ca
Qu. (3.1)
The optimal position of vertex a is then obtained by minimizing Qa(a). The error of
vertex a is denoted Ea = Qa(a).
The connectivity of Mk is formed directly from the connectivity of Mk−1 and the con-
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Figure 3.3: The multilevel mesh hierarchy. Mesh edges encode intralevel connectivity,
while contraction edges (thick arcs between meshes) record dependencies between lev-
els. Groups of vertices that all have the same parent form a contraction cluster (depicted
by their boundaries).
traction edges connecting the two levels. Given a polygon p in Fk−1, map each of the
vertices making up its corners to their parents in Vk. If p does not degenerate through
this mapping (i.e., it still has three or more distinct edges), then it exists inMk.
The basic structure of the multilevel mesh is similar to that of vertex hierarchies [39,
58,80], in that it has nodes that represent some kind of contraction operation, with arcs
that represent the dependencies between operations. However, the multilevel mesh ad-
ditionally has mesh connectivity at each level of the hierarchy, and I view the nodes
as vertices at a particular resolution, rather than simply contraction operations. If the
mesh edges are discarded, the structure is completely compatible with existing view-
dependent-refinement methods. However, this mesh connectivity is vital in the subse-
quent reclustering algorithm, as it provides the means to determine the validity of an
update (§3.3.2).
3.3 Reclustering
Amultilevel mesh is constructed from a specific input mesh. However, for a deforming
surface this is inadequate, as discussed in §3.1. In particular, since the coarser vertex
positions are based on the quadrics of their children, these positions can become arbi-
trarily bad as the children move. In addition, the simplified connectivity may become
ill-suited for the new shape. Thus, as the underlying surface deforms, the goal is to
improve the hierarchy to better represent it. I do so by modifying the contraction clus-
ters to minimize the total error of the hierachy. To simplify the discussion, I will first
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vab
Figure 3.4: Swap (v,a,b)
changes v’s parent from a
to b.
Figure 3.5: A swap can cause an edge flip in the approx-
imation. The adjacency of clusters at level k governs the
mesh connectivity of level k+1.
describe this improvement process from the standpoint of a two-level multilevel mesh
{M0,M1} representing a static object. Although the “metric” referred to in subsequent
sections can be fairly arbitrary, in practice I use the QEM [30] (and a hierarchical ver-
sion of it, to be introduced in §3.3.4), because it provides a good trade-off between
speed and accuracy, and has a nice additive property that makes updating easier.
3.3.1 The Swap Operation
The fundamental reclustering operation I have chosen is the swap operation, defined as
follows. Consider a vertex, v ∈V0, in some contraction cluster Ca, which has a neigh-
bor (defined by a mesh edge) in contraction cluster Cb. Except in certain situations
(§3.3.2), v can be moved to clusterCb (Figure 3.4). This operation is a swap, identified
by the triplet (v,a,b). When a vertex moves from one cluster to another, this is noth-
ing more than changing its parent. This change, however, will affect the value of the
error metric (and therefore the optimal vertex positions). It may also affect the con-
nectivity of M1 (Figure 3.5). In particular, note that the swap can produce an edge flip
in the approximation (something not possible in solely adaptive refinement of a static
hierarchy).
There are a number of ways that clusters could be improved; however, I have chosen
the swap operation because it is the fundamental partition refinement operation used in
Kernighan-Lin based algorithms, which have been very successful in other domains.
The swap operation is suitable as a fundamental reclustering operation for many of the
same reasons that edge-collapse is suitable as a fundamental simplification operation.
A swap is a very fine-grained operation with a well-defined effect on the clustering (and
hence the hierarchy that is being improved). In addition, other kinds of operations, like
moving whole groups of vertices or merging and splitting clusters, can be performed as
a sequence of swaps. More free-form approaches, like Lloyd-style relaxation [18, 64],
would be difficult to do efficiently in a hierarchical setting.
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Figure 3.6: Pinch (left) and non-pinch (right) vertices. Dotted red lines indicate bound-
ary of cluster Ca after swap (v,a,b). In the pinch vertex case, the boundary becomes
disconnected.
3.3.2 Swap Priority and Validity
Only certain swaps are both valid and beneficial. The reclustering algorithm processes
only valid swaps in the order of greatest to least benefit. First I will describe the validity
rules I have developed, and give some intuitive arguments for their correctness. For
the mathematically inclined, more rigorous proofs of the correctness of both the basic
validity rule and the homeomorphism preserving rule are given in Chapter 4.
Basic Validity Rule. A swap is invalid if it would cause any cluster to become dis-
connected. By disallowing invalid swaps, the algorithm guarantees that every cluster
is a connected set of vertices, thus ensuring that the induced approximation could have
been arrived at by a sequence of edge contractions on the original mesh. This validity
rule holds regardless of whether the surface is manifold.
A potential swap (v,a,b) is valid if v is not the only child of a and it is not a pinch
vertex. A vertex v is a pinch vertex if the vertices that share a face with v and are in
the same cluster cannot be formed into a single chain (or tree, if the region is non-
manifold) of edges, without passing through v. If v is a pinch vertex, swapping it from
Ca toCb will disconnect the clusterCa; Figure 3.6 illustrates this case.
Homeomorphism Preserving Validity Rule. The validity rule just described guar-
antees that all clusters remain connected, regardless of surface topology. However, it
does not guarantee that approximations before and after swapping are homeomorphic
(e.g., initially manifold regions may become non-manifold). For some applications,
notably texture mapping and the multiresolution editing system I present in Chapter
5, maintaining a homeomorphic correspondence between manifold approximations is
crucial. Thus, I provide a second optional validity rule that can be applied if the user
requires topological preservation.
For this rule, M0 must be manifold and a homeomorphism from M0 to M1 must ex-
ist. This must be enforced during initial simplification using, for example, the link
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Figure 3.7: Topology preservation. Performing swap (v,a,b) connects Cb and Cc, but
since they are already adjacent, the approximation becomes nonmanifold.
condition [24]. Again, consider a potential swap (v,a,b). There is a homeomorphism
between M1 and the approximation after the swap if the shared boundary between the
resulting cluster Cb and each of its neighbors is a single connected chain. Thus, if a
swap (v,a,b) creates a new boundary between Cb and any cluster Cc to which it was
already adjacent, then the swap does not preserve the homeomorphism and should not
be performed.
For an intuitive argument for why this is sufficient, consider the effect of swaps on the
mesh edges of M1. Each swap corresponds to zero or more edge-flips in M1. When
two clusters are adjacent on M0, there is an edge between them in M1. A swap (v,a,b)
may cause, for example, an edge (a,d) to flip to (b,c). Such edge-flipping can never
alter the topology of the surface unless the edge (b,c) already exists in M1, in which
case the situation is degenerate (see Figure 3.7). This is exactly the situation that the
homeomorphism preserving rule prevents. A more rigorous proof is given in Section
4.3.
Swap Benefit. The benefit of a swap is how much the error decreases when the swap
is performed. For the QEM, it is possible to efficiently estimate the benefit without
actually performing the swap. The total error at level M1 is
E = ∑
u∈M1
Eu = ∑
u∈M1
Qu(u) = ∑
u∈M1
∑
w∈Cu
Qw(u). (3.2)
By assuming fixed vertex positions, the difference between the error before (E) and
after (E ′) moving vertex v from clusterCa to clusterCb would simply be
E ′−E = (( ∑
u∈M1
∑
w∈Cu,w 6=v
Qw(u))+Qv(b))
− (( ∑
u∈M1
∑
w∈Cu,w6=v
Qw(u))+Qv(a)) (3.3)
= Qv(b)−Qv(a).
Note that this is only an estimate, because the vertex positions are not fixed. It is,
however, a conservative estimate, as the error can only decrease when computing the
new optimal vertex positions from the updated quadrics.
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When simplifying texture mapped surfaces, I also add in a second error term that pe-
nalizes triangle fold-over by analyzing face normal variance around each vertex. I
compute texture coordinates using attribute quadrics [40].
After performing a swap (v,a,b) the new quadrics of a and b are given byQ′a =Qa−Qv,
Q′b = Qb+Qv. The new optimal vertex positions are then computed, as before. The
connectivity ofM1 may also change, and can be determined as in the initial construction
(§3.2).
3.3.3 Multiswapping
The simplest swapping algorithm would pick the highest benefit valid potential swap,
perform the swap, and repeat. When no beneficial, valid swaps remain, the algorithm
stops. To increase efficiency, my algorithm performs an entire independent set of swaps
on each pass.
Two swaps are considered to be independent if they do not involve the same clusters.
For example, for distinct vertices u and v, and distinct clusters a, b, c, and d, swap
(u,a,b) and swap (v,c,a) are not independent. However, swaps (u,a,b) and (v,c,d)
are independent. They key feature of independent swaps is that the combined benefit
of doing both of them is just the sum of their individually computed benefits. Thus,
the algorithm sweeps through the mesh once looking for beneficial swaps, and for each
pair of clusters just keeps track of the most beneficial swap involving those two clusters.
Then, in a seperate pass, it performs all the swaps.
It is important to note, however, that even though the benefit calculations of indepen-
dent swaps are indeed independent, the validity calculations are not. Thus, it may be
the case that performing one swap in the independent set of swaps may invalidate an-
other one. So, one should still perform the swaps in serial order, starting with the most
beneficial swaps and working down to the least beneficial. Performing multiswapping
increases efficiency by limiting the number of times benefit values must be recalcu-
lated.
3.3.4 Coarse-to-Fine Hierarchical Improvement
My method can improve an entire hierarchy, not just a single approximation. Hier-
archichal improvement proceeds in a coarse-to-fine fashion. Note that when doing
hierarchical improvement, the validity rules must be applied with respect to the clus-
tering at the current level and all coarser levels (it is possible for a swap to be valid with
respect to one clustering, but not a coarser clustering).
Since the quality of the approximation at every level is important, the single-level QEM
is insufficient. When reclustering deep in the hierarchy, care must be taken not to
destroy improvements already made at coarser levels. Thus, I use a hierarchical version
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of the QEM that is a weighted sum of the quadric errors at each coarser level. When
reclustering level k, the aggregate error of level k and all coarser levels is given by
E = ∑ni=k+1(wi∑u∈Vi Eu). The weights, wi, are chosen to make the contributions of
each level uniform (i.e., to counteract the natural exponential growth of the quadric
metric as the number of vertices decreases). This can be achieved by setting
wk = 1
wi+1 = wi
( |Vi+1|
|Vi|
)β
, (3.4)
where |Vi| denotes the vertex count of level i, and β is a constant corresponding to the
growth factor of the error metric. I have found that β ≈ 1.9 for the QEM on many
meshes. All of the examples in this chapter were generated using β = 1.9127, found
by regression fitting.
The benefit of a swap (v,a,b) at level k can be computed by applying Equation (3.3)
at each coarser level above k (first to a and b, then their parents, grandparents, etc...).
Each of these contributions would also be weighted by wi.
To demonstrate that the improvement process lowers approximation error, an example
of improving a two-level hierarchy is shown in Figure 3.8 where a 23,984 vertex model
is approximated by 1,600 vertices. Note that my result has generally lower, and more
uniform, error than the original QSlim output. The metric used for the improvement
process was the uniform Quadric Error Metric, which was reduced by 26%. The sym-
metric RMS error was reduced by 5.9% (as measured by MESH [6]). This discrepency
is due to the fact that the QEM error is not completely correlated with RMS error. Al-
though the improvement in this static case is arguably quite modest, the real aim of my
method is to handle multiresolution deforming surfaces, as described in §3.4.
3.3.5 Vertex Teleportation
The algorithm described so far works well in most cases, and is very efficient. However,
using only local changes (i.e., swaps) without any backtracking (unlike the original
Kernighan-Lin algorithm [45]) means that the algorithm can fairly easily get stuck in
local minima.
The solution to this is to introduce a vertex teleportation operation, which is built from
a special sequence of swap operations (each swap in the special sequence may not
decrease the total error, but the sequence as a whole will). Essentially, two clusters
merge together into one, and simultaneously somewhere else a single cluster splits into
two clusters. Thus the total number of clusters (i.e.,approximation vertices) remains
the same. The effect is the same as removing one vertex in the approximation, at one
location, and introducing a new vertex somewhere else in the approximation. The idea
is to redistribute vertices, in a global fashion, from locations that don’t need them to
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Figure 3.8: Improving a static approximation. Warmer colors indicate higher quadric
error. As seen in the histogram, my result has more vertices with low error, and fewer
with high error.
locations that do. This is essentially the same strategy that has successfully been used
to improve other iterative minimization schemes [21].
Note that a cluster merge operation at level k is the same as an edge collapse at k+1.
Thus, the relative cost of different merge operations can be compared as in standard
quadric based mesh decimation [30]. However, cluster splits (which can actually de-
crease the total error) are more complicated. For a given cluster of vertices, there are
potentially many ways in which it might be split. However, I have found empirically
that the most problematic clusters are those that develop a pinch vertex in them (§3.3.2).
These are vertices, that if removed, would naturally separate the cluster into two pieces
(See Figure 3.9). Such clusters are natural candidates for splitting, since the algorithm
has been trying to separate them, but cannot because of the requirement that clusters
remain connected. To reduce the number of split operations that must be considered,
the vertex teleportation algorithm examines only splits that separate a cluster at a pinch
vertex.
When using vertex teleportation, the hierarchy improvement algorithm is modified as
follows. After performing all beneficial, valid swaps at one level of the hierarchy, I
search the mesh for the maximal set of independent merge operations with the smallest
total cost, and the maximal set of independent split operations with the greatest total
benefit. I then attempt to perform merge/split pairs (pairing the least cost merge with
the greatest benefit split), until no more such operations can be performed. Another
round of normal swapping is then performed. The process repeats, interleaving nor-
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v v
Figure 3.9: Clusters with pinch vertices in them (like vertex v here) are natural candi-
dates for splitting.
(a) Original (b) Static first-frame (c) Swapping only (d) Swap+Teleport
Figure 3.10: (a) Close up of the man’s hand in the horse to man morph. (b) Using the
approximation from the first frame fails completely, since the man’s hand was a finger-
less hoof on the horse. (c) Updating the approximation by swapping alone improves
the hand. (d) Using vertex teleportation in addition to swapping improves the hand
even more.
mal swapping and vertex teleportation until a local minima is reached (the cost of the
cheapest merge becomes greater than the benefit of the best split).
Figure 3.10 shows the effect that vertex teleportation can have on problematic regions
of an approximation. In the horse to man morph (Figure 3.1) the horse’s hoof later
becomes the man’s hand. As the hoof starts to “grow” fingers, many clusters become
elongated and develop pinch vertices. Vertex teleportation allows these clusters to
be split apart, thereby introducing more vertices in this region (some other smooth
part of the approximation will lose vertices). Figure 3.11 shows the RMS error (as
measured by the Metro tool [20]) of various 800 vertex approximations of the horse
to man morphing animation. The Static First-Frame result shows how quickly (and
how badly) a single approximation, with no updating at all, degrades over time. The
Direct QSlim line shows the result of building an entirely new approximation on every
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Figure 3.11: RMS error of an 800 vertex approximation over the course of the horse
to man morph. Using vertex teleportation in addition to swapping greatly improves the
adaptive result, especially at the end of the sequence.
frame. This keeps the error uniformly low, but provides no temporal coherence (note
how the Direct QSlim RMS error is quite noisy in comparison to the other methods).
The Swapping Only line shows the result of performing only greedy swaps, with no
vertex teleportation. This method is improved everywhere, and especially at the end of
the morph, by including vertex teleportation.
I have also developed rules for ensuring that topology is preserved during a vertex tele-
port operation, if desired. Note that a cluster is the maximal set of vertices having the
same parent. Consider a merge/split operation at level k where clustersCa andCb are to
be merged, and clusterCc is to be separated at pinch vertex v. Then, the vertex teleport
operation involves merging Ca and Cb and splitting Cc at level k, and swapping a to
the cluster that c resides in at level k+ 1. So, using the homeomorphic swap validity
rule one must ensure that this swap at level k+ 1 is valid. Next, it must also be en-
sured that Ca and Cb can be merged. Since this is an edge contraction at level k+ 1,
the link condition for preserving topology during standard edge contraction is applica-
ble [24]. In addition, it must be ensured that the merging of these two clusters does not
cause problems farther up in the hierarchy. To the levels above k+1, this merge oper-
ation looks like swapping a into b’s cluster, so again the homeomorphic swap validity
rule can be applied. Finally, it must also be ensured that the split operation preserves
topology. The only consideration here is that another “nearly annular” cluster may be
surrounding one part of Cc. Figure 3.12 shows an example of this problem. Thus, if
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Figure 3.12: An example of a homeomorphism destroying cluster split. In this case,
Splitting cluster Cc at vertex v in the manner shown results in cluster Cd becoming
annular.
v is a virtual pinch vertex for any other cluster (meaning that if v were in that cluster,
v would be a pinch vertex for it), the split should not be allowed. This prevents such
“nearly annular” clusters from becoming annular due to a split. However, note that this
is a conservative check, as finding a virtual pinch vertex does not necessarily mean that
a surrounding cluster will become annular after the split.
Vertex teleportation helps the algorithm escape local minima, but it significantly slows
down processing time. Therefore, I recommend using it only when the results from the
regular swapping method are deemed insufficient.
3.4 Deforming Meshes
Given a sequence S = {S0,S1,S2, ...} of finest-level meshes, all with the same connec-
tivity, the goal is to generate a corresponding sequence of hierarchiesH = {H0,H1,H2, ...}
that well represent their respective surfaces. First, H0 is constructed from S0. This
hierarchy can be applied to S1 as well (i.e., using the same contraction clusters). How-
ever, since the vertex positions of the finest level mesh have changed, the quadrics will
change, and hence the error also changes (generally, it will increase). The reclustering
algorithm described above adapts the initial hierarchy to reduce the error and better
approximate S1, producing H1. Continuing in this fashion, Hi+1 is generated from Hi
by improving its error with respect to Si+1. This process is illustrated schematically in
Figure 3.13.
Not only does this process produce a better hierarchy for each frame, it also gives us
an explicit transformation from Hi to Hi+1; namely, the sequence of swaps used to
transform one hierarchy into the other (recall that vertex teleport operations are also
represented as a sequence of swaps). H0, the vertex positions for each frame, and the
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Figure 3.13: Starting from an initial hierarchy, my reclustering algorithm obtains im-
proved hierarchies for each subsequent frame.
sequence of swaps for each frame is all that is needed to encode an entire dynamic
multiresolution representation of the deformation. This is my progressive representa-
tion, which, even without compression, uses significantly less space than storing full
hierarchies for each frame (allowing, for example, low bitrate progressive transmis-
sion). A very compact encoding for the swaps is described in Section 5.4.1. Note also
that once the swaps have been precomputed in this fashion, the intralevel connectivity
of the multilevel mesh can be discarded, leaving what is essentially a vertex hierarchy
(which can hence be immediately used in view-dependent refinement and other vertex
hierarchy applications).
3.4.1 Fast Updating
Performing all the swaps to proceed from one frame to the next is somewhat inefficient,
mainly because of the need to update the connectivity of the approximation (which
can be any arbitrary view-dependent or view-independent cut through the multilevel
mesh). However, the effect of a sequence of swaps on the connectivity can also be
precomputed.
In the usual binary vertex hierarchies [39], each node has associated with it the faces
that will be destroyed or created when the corresponding edge collapse or vertex split
occurs. Similarly, viewing the vertices of the multilevel mesh as contraction operation
nodes, I associate a degenerate setwith each node, identifying the finest-mesh triangles
that degenerate when the node’s children are contracted together.
Given Hi and Hi+1, I compute the degenerate sets of each node in Hi+1, and store the
difference from the corresponding set of Hi. This difference information (plus the se-
quence of swaps transforming Hi into Hi+1) is all the information needed to efficiently
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Figure 3.14: A fleet of 550 “super cows” flying through space. The capes are vari-
ous LOD approximations of a single 20,000 vertex animation, and are each updated
individually. The scene is rendered in real-time.
replicate the update later.
At playback time, the swaps and degenerate set updates will be performed. Then,
assuming there is some arbitrary cut through the tree that should be maintained, the
currently active set of triangles will need to be updated. Each triangle that was removed
from the degenerate set of a currently contracted node, and not added back into the
degenerate set of some other contracted node, must be added to the active set. Likewise,
any triangle that was added to the degenerate set of a contracted node, and not originally
removed from some other contracted node, must be removed from the active set.
If no adaptive refinement (i.e., a view dependent cut through the vertex hierarchy) is
needed, the updating can be made even faster. Since only a single approximation (or
multiple approximations at fixed LODs) of the surface is needed, it is possible to simply
record which triangles were removed from, and which added to, the approximation on
each frame. At playback time, it is a trivial matter to perform these updates allowing
very fast updating of the approximation. Figure 3.14 shows an example of using this
method to update the approximations of 550 capes on a fleet of cows flying through
space. All of the capes are approximations of the same 20,000v cloth animation. The
vertex counts for the approximations are 1600v, 800v, 200v, and 50v (decreasing vertex
counts with distance). This demo runs at 60 frames-per-second on a 3GHz Intel Xeon
processor with a Quadro FX 4500 graphics card.
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(a) Sequence (b) Static approx. (c) Static hierarchy (d) My method
Figure 3.15: A horse collapsing like a rubber sheet (original: 8,431v; approximations:
1,600v). The first frame approximation (b) cannot represent later frames well. A “best-
cut” approximation from a static hierarchy (c) still suffers from serious artifacts. My
adaptively improved hierarchy (d) yeilds a much nicer approximation.
3.5 Additional Results
I will now present several additional results from my system. All of the results here
were generated without vertex teleportation, unless otherwise stated. First is an ex-
treme deformation example (Figure 3.15). In this sequence, a horse model collapses
as if it were constructed of a thin rubber sheet. Clearly, any single coarse approxima-
tion of this model is likely to be extremely bad for some frame (see Figure 3.15(b)),
thus necessitating a dynamic representation. One possible approach to providing such
a dynamic mesh is to still use a static simplification hierarchy, but extract from it a
different cut for each frame (based on the quadric error, for example). However, even
this yields unpleasant artifacts, as can be seen especially in the tail of the horse. My
method, which quickly provides an adapted hierarchy for each frame, produces a far
superior approximation. The three approximations shown in this figure all have 1,600
vertices.
The horse to man morphing sequence (Figures 3.1 & 3.20) illustrates the connectivity
changes that occur to better suit the hierarchy to the deforming surface. Figure 3.20
shows several levels detail from the hierarchy. Notice the mesh changes taking place
(especially in the chest and shoulder area). Figure 3.1 shows a closeup of the face in
the last frame and a comparison with the first-frame static approximation result. Notice
that in the static result the eyes are essentially gone, the mesh itself is extremely ugly,
and there are obvious surface inversions (the black triangles). All of these artifacts are
not present in my result, which additionally has a 34% lower RMS error and an 84%
lower QEM error.
An elephant to horse morphing sequence is shown in Figure 3.16. The original mesh
has 42,900 vertices, the approximations shown each have 800 vertices. Notice that
the nose of the horse is terribly malformed in the static hierarchy case. (wherein the
simplification hierarchy from the first frame was used for all frames, but a different
approximation was extracted from it for each frame, according to the Quadric Error
Metric). The proposed dynamic hierarchy does a significantly better job on the nose
and eyes. For comparison, I show also the result of applying QSlim directly to the
last frame of the sequence. While our approximation appears to be slightly better than
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(a) Sequence (b) Static hierarchy (c) Direct QSlim (d) My method
Figure 3.16: Elephant to horse morph (original: 42,900v; approximations: 800v). (b)
“Best-cut” from a static hierarchy. (d) Dynamic hierarchy better approximates highly
deformed states. (c) The direct QSlim approximation, for comparison.
the QSlim output, we caution that this is because our output is using more vertices
on the head than QSlim, forgoing their use elsewhere, and that as a result, our RMS
approximation error is actually somewhat higher than that of the direct QSlim output.
However, using an entirely new QSlim hierarchy per frame is costly in terms of sapce,
is not condusive to an incremental/progressive representation, and also results in unde-
sirable oscillations of the approximation.
Figure 3.17 shows an RMS error (as measured by Metro [20]) comparison of my
method with several alternatives. This graph was generated for an 800 vertex approxi-
mation of a galloping horse animation (Figure 3.13). The First-frame Static method is
using the approximation from the first frame for all subsequent frames (only its vertex
positions change). The Direct QSlim method is generating an entirely new approxi-
mation each frame, without regard to history. The “Average” Mesh method modifies
the QSlim algorithm to produce a single (static connectivity) approximation based on
all frames. This is done by collecting the edge-collapse of least cost from each frame,
and selecting among these the edge-collapse whose maximum cost over all frames is
smallest. This edge-collapse is then performed for every frame, and the process re-
peats. From the graph, it is clear that my method generally results in smaller RMS
errors than the two static connectivity methods. Also, even though my error is higher
than that of an entirely new approximation per frame, the lack of temporal coherence
in such a method introduces such obvious, terrible flickering that it is rendered useless.
Since the multilevel mesh is, in some sense, an extension of vertex hierarchies, it can
be easily used in existing adaptive refinement schemes. Figure 3.18 demonstrates this
with a galloping elephant, refined adaptively along one of its axes. Once a sequence
of swaps has been precomputed for the animation, it can be progressively played back
as the animation proceeds. The proposed progressive representation uses significantly
less space than storing an entire hierarchy on each frame, and provides a format suitable
for streaming animation applications. An adaptive cut, such as the one shown in the
figure, can be efficiently maintained even as the hierarchy changes.
The proposed method is efficient in terms of both time and space. All times reported
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Figure 3.17: Various methods’ RMS error per frame for an 800 vertex approximation
of a galloping horse.
Figure 3.18: The multilevel mesh structure can easily be used with adaptive refinement
schemes. Here, refinement is based on position along the x axis.
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Figure 3.19: Run-time hierarchy update cost per frame of the collapsing horse and
galloping horse sequences.
here were measured on a 1.7Ghz Pentium IV with 512MB RAM. The pre-processing
(reclustering) stage takes an average of 4.3 seconds per frame to generate the swap se-
quence for a hierarchy of the collapsing horse with a branching factor of eight. This is
comparable to the cost of rebuilding the hierarchy with the QSlim algorithm, approxi-
mately 6.9 seconds per frame. The pre-processing time is, however, highly dependent
on the branching factor (smaller branching factors produce more levels, and each ad-
ditional level incurs measurable overhead). Storing the swaps (without any additional
compression) for the collapsing horse sequence requires about 2.2KB per frame (using
two 32-bit integers to identify each swap). Storing full degenerate set update informa-
tion, plus swaps, requires about 18.5KB per frame. By comparison, storing the full
hierarchy (a single integer for each node indicating who its parent is, plus the degen-
erate sets for each node) would require 103.4KB per frame. These numbers do not
include the cost of storing the vertex positions (which is substantial, but can be com-
pressed using wavelet compression, as described in Section 5.4).
The run-time costs depend, of course, on the degree of deformation per frame, and the
size of the input mesh, but per-frame time to update the entire hierarchy (i.e.,not using
the fast-update methods from §3.4.1) is typically in the 2ms to 12ms range for moderate
size input meshes (around 10,000 vertices). Figure 3.19 shows hierarchy update times
for each frame of the collapsing horse and galloping horse. Note that the collapsing
horse (which has several frames of relatively high cost) represents essentially a “worst
case” scenario, since it contains drastic deformation over a very short time period. For
increased run-time performance, less important swaps (i.e., ones that do not improve
the metric appreciably) could be discarded during pre-computation.
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Figure 3.20: Levels of detail (original, 3200v, 800v) from the horse-to-man multilevel
mesh sequence. Each approximation level adapts over time.
3.6 Conclusion
The multilevel mesh is a multi-resolution representation suitable for deforming meshes
that allows incremental improvements to the hierarchy via reclustering. By storing
mesh connectivity at each level of the hierarchy, it is possible to guarantee that only
valid updates are performed. This representation also enables the induced connectivity
changes to be progressively played back in real-time, providing an encoding suitable
for animation. Once the hierarchy has been updated to the desired frame, various ap-
proximations can be extracted from it in an adaptive manner.
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Chapter 4
Correctness of Swap Validity
Rules
The purpose of this chapter is to prove, with some degree of mathematical rigor, the
claim that the validity rules presented in Section 3.3.2 are indeed correct and will work
as advertised, if implemented correctly. It also provides some practical hints for those
seeking to implement the validity rules.
4.1 Notation
The notation used in this chapter is largely the same as in Chapter 3. I treat clusters
(i.e.,Ca) as sets, and use standard set operations on them. Also, note that the intralevel
connectivity at one level of a multilevel mesh is a fixed mesh throughout the reclus-
tering of that level, only the connectivity of coarser levels will change. I denote the
primal graph of this mesh as Gk for the kth level of the multilevel mesh. Similarly, Dk
is the dual graph for the kth level (see Section 2.1 for the definitions of primal and dual
graphs). An important concept in the following sections is the notion of the subgraph
induced by a cluster, defined as follows.
Definition 4.1.1. The induced subgraph of a cluster Ca at level k is the subgraph of
Gk consisting of the vertices in Ca and all edges (u,v) of Gk such that u,v ∈Ca. The
induced subgraph ofCa is denoted G(Ca).
Note that the induced subgraph of a cluster is the graph formed by the faces wholly
contained within the cluster.
When discussing paths between vertices, such paths are assumed to be taken from the
intralevel connectivity of the multilevel mesh in the usual sense of paths in a graph.
Another important notion is the connectedness of a cluster.
Definition 4.1.2. A clusterCa is connected if G(Ca) is connected.
In more detail, the above definition means that for each x,y∈Ca there is a path in G(Ca)
from x to y.
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Figure 4.1: Neighborhood subgraphs (bold lines) for v with different cluster configura-
tions. The dashed lines are cluster boundaries.
4.2 Basic Validity Rule
The purpose of the basic validity rule is to prevent clusters from becoming discon-
nected. Normal half-edge contraction (excluding “virtual edges” [30]) can produce
only connected clusters, and as such it is desirable that swapping also only result in
connected clusters. To define a valid swap, I will first define the concept of a swap and
of a pinch vertex. These definitions are also stated in Chapter 3, but I repeat them in a
more formal manner for clarity.
Definition 4.2.1. A triplet (v,a,b) is a potential swap if a 6= b, v ∈ Ca, and v has a
neighbor u ∈Cb.
Note that this definition means intuitively that v must be on the “border” between Ca
andCb.
Definition 4.2.2. Performing a swap (v,a,b) means removing v from Ca and adding it
toCb, to createC′a =Ca−{v} andC′b =Cb∪{v}, which replaceCa andCb respectively
in the multilevel mesh.
Definition 4.2.3. Let Fv ⊆ F be the set of faces incident on a vertex v ∈Ca. Define the
neighborhood subgraph S ⊂ G(Ca) of a v as the subgraph consisting of all vertices in
Ca−{v} that are corners of any face in Fv and all edges in G(Ca) that are incident on
only these vertices.
Note that for a triangular mesh the set of vertices in the neighborhood subgraph of
v ∈Ca will be exactly the one-ring neighbors of v that are also in Ca. The graph itself
in this case is known as the link of v in the simplicial complex defined by G(Ca). How-
ever, the above neighborhood subgraph definition is more general in that it does not
require that the mesh be triangulated.
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Figure 4.2: If v is not a pinch-vertex, then for any path P that originally passed through
v, we can find another path that bypasses v.
Definition 4.2.4. A vertex v ∈Ca is a pinch vertex iff the neighborhood subgraph S of
v is not a connected subgraph.
Figure 4.1 shows an example of the difference between the neighborhood subgraph for
a non-pinch vertex and for a pinch vertex. Notice that, for a non-pinch vertex on a
manifold surface, the neighborhood subgraph will be a single connected chain. It is
now possible to define concisely what it means for a swap to be valid.
Definition 4.2.5. A potential swap (v,a,b) is valid iff v is not the only element of Ca
and v is not a pinch vertex.
The requirement thatCa−{v} 6= /0 is not involved in preventing disconnected clusters,
but rather simply ensures that no empty clusters are created (which would correspond
to the disappearance of a vertex in the approximating mesh). I now go on to prove that
the above validity definition is sufficient to prevent disconnected clusters.
Theorem 4.2.6. Assuming all clusters are initially connected, after performing a valid
swap all clusters remain connected.
Proof. Consider a valid potential swap (v,a,b). First, note that all clusters other than
Ca and Cb are unchanged by the swap, and therefore remain connected. Note also
that since v has a neighbor u in Cb and Cb is connected, C′b = Cb ∪{v} will also be
connected. Thus, the only concern is whether C′a =Ca−{v} is connected.
Since the swap is valid, C′a must contain at least one vertex. If it contains exactly one
vertex, the cluster is trivially connected.
Suppose C′a contains more than one vertex. Choose any two distinct vertices x,y ∈C′a.
Note that x ∈ Ca and y ∈ Ca as well. Since Ca is connected, there must be at least
one path consisting only of vertices in Ca from x to y. I must now show that there is
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such a path that does not pass through v. Note that any path P in G(Ca) from x to y
that involves v must contain a segment like ...,n1,v,n2,... where n1 and n2 are some
neighbors of v. Let S ⊂ G(Ca) be the neighborhood subgraph of v. Note that n1 ∈ S
and n2 ∈ S. Also, since the potential swap in question is valid, v is not a pinch vertex.
Therefore, S is a connected subgraph. Thus, there exists a path PS in S from n1 to n2
(See Figure 4.2). Since v /∈ S, this means that there must be a path in G(Ca) from x to y
that does not pass through v (by substituting PS for v in P). Since x and y were chosen
arbitrarily, this implies that C′a is connected. Therefore, after performing a valid swap
all clusters remain connected.
4.2.1 Discussion
Note that, while performing a valid swap will never disconnect any clusters, it is not
true that performing an invalid swap will always disconnect a cluster. Thus the validity
check is slightly conservative (because it is a local instead of global check). It should be
noted, though, that this basic validity rule does not prevent a simply connected cluster
from becoming an annulus (since it only guarantees that the cluster remain connected).
The manifold preservation rule of the next section prevents this situation, as well as all
other operations that would change the topology of the approximating surface.
One nice property of this validity rule is that it does not depend on the actual swap
(v,a,b) being performed. That is, whether or not v is a pinch vertex does not depend
on b. Thus, the validity of vertices can be precached, and updated locally when a swap
is actually performed. Since usually more than one potential swap involves the same
vertex v, this can significantly improve performance.
4.2.2 Extending to a Multilevel Hierarchy
If the multilevel mesh hierarchy involves more than two levels, one must ensure that a
swap does not disconnect any clusters at any level of the hierarchy. Note that the clus-
tering at each higher level can be projected down to the level on which the algorithm
is currently working. Then, the same validity rules can be applied to ensure that the
cluster does not become disconnected. The only issue that arises here is that a potential
swap may not be a swap at all for coarser clusterings (i.e., the vertex v may not have
any neighbors that are not in the same coarser level cluster as v). However, this doesn’t
have much effect in practice, because the pinch-vertex determination still makes sense
when all neighbors of v are in the same cluster (this is a trivial case of v not being a
pinch vertex). Thus, an implementation that simply checks whether v is a pinch-vertex
for any coarser clustering will work correctly.
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Figure 4.3: The original mesh (thin black lines) and a homeomorphic clustering of
it (thick black lines) can both be thought of as different polygonizations of the same
surface.
4.3 Homeomorphism Preservation Rule
For some applications, it is crucial that the topology of the approximations be the same
as the original surface. In particular, if the original mesh is a manifold, it may be
necessary to ensure that the approximations are also manifolds of the same genus (there
must be a homeomorphism between the two). The rule described and proved in this
section ensures that, given an original manifold surface and a mesh approximation that
is homeomorphic to it, there will continue to be a homeomorphism between the original
surface and the approximation after every swap.
The basic idea behind the proofs in this section is to observe the following. For a man-
ifold mesh and for a clustering where every cluster is simply connected (contains no
holes), if each pair of adjacent clusters are adjacent along only a single connected chain
(not a closed loop), then the clustering is itself a polygonization of the same surface as
the original mesh (See Figure 4.3). Of course, in this case, the “edges” of the polygons
are not straight nor the faces flat, but they need not be. The topological properties of the
polygonization are insensitive to whether the polygon edges are straight and to whether
the polygon faces are flat. In particular the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic equation (Eq.
(2.1)) still holds. Further, it is observed that each “cluster vertex” (where three or more
clusters meet) corresponds to a face in the approximation, each cluster corresponds to a
vertex in the approximation, and each “cluster edge” (where exactly two clusters meet)
corresponds to an edge in the approximation. Therefore, the Euler-Poincare´ character-
istics of the mesh, the clustering, and the approximation must all be the same. Thus,
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a b
Figure 4.4: The shared border (bold line) between two clusters is the dual graph of the
faces that touch both clusters (green triangles)
as long as the condition that adjacent pairs of clusters meet only along a single contin-
uous connected non-loop border is met, the approximation remains homeomorphic to
the original surface. Of course, there are a number of subtle details and cases that must
be dealt with, but that is the intuitive idea behind the proof of the manifold preservation
rule.
General Assumptions. Throughout this section, assume that the original surfaceMk
(with primal graph Gk and dual graph Dk) is manifold without boundary, comprised
of a single connected component. Further assume that the clusters have been arrived
at through standard edge-contraction and valid swaps only, so that all clusters are con-
nected. Also, assume that there are is a sufficiently high number of clusters that it is
possible for the approximation to have the same topology as the original surface. In
particular, for a sphere, there must be at least 3 clusters. Higher genus surfaces will
require a higher minimum cluster count.
A number of basic definitions are required before the manifold preservation rule can
be defined and its correctness proved.
Definition 4.3.1. Let the face set Fa of a cluster Ca be the set of faces from Mk such
that for each f ∈ Fa at least one corner of f is inCa.
Note that, by the above definition, a given face may be in more than one cluster’s face
set. Indeed, I use this fact to define the shared border between clusters.
Definition 4.3.2. Let Fa and Fb be the face sets of clusters Ca and Cb, respectively. If
Fa∩Fb 6= /0 thenCa andCb are said to be adjacent.
Definition 4.3.3. For an adjacent pair of clusters with face sets Fa and Fb, the shared
border between these two clusters is the dual graph of Fa∩Fb. See Figure 4.4.
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Note that the shared border between any two adjacent clusters is always a subgraph of
the dual graph Dk. I can now define the homeomorphism preserving validity rule.
Definition 4.3.4. A valid potential swap (v,a,b) is homeomorphically valid iff after the
swap is performed, for each clusterCc that is adjacent toC′b, the shared border between
C′b and Cc is a single connected chain (not a closed loop), where C
′
b = Cb ∪ {v}, as
before.
In order to prove the correctness of this rule, I must first define precisely how the ap-
proximationMk+1 is arrived at fromMk and the set of clusters.
Definition 4.3.5. The approximation mesh Mk+1 = (Vk+1,Fk+1) is a polygonal mesh
defined as follows. Each cluster Ca corresponds bijectively with a vertex a ∈ Vk+1.
Each face of Mk that has corners in 3 or more distinct clusters corresponds bijectively
with a face in Fk+1.
I also need to define the polygonization of the original surface formed from the clus-
tering itself.
Definition 4.3.6. The surface patch for a clusterCa is denoted S(Ca) and is defined as
follows. For a face f of Mk let φ( f ) denote the set of points in R3 that are associated
with that face. For each face f = (u1,u2, ...,un) of Mk and for each point x ∈ φ( f ), let
x∈ S(Ca) iff ui ∈Ca for some i such that ∀1≤ j≤ n, j 6= i : ||x−φ(ui)|| ≤ ||x−φ(u j)||.
Intuitively, S(Ca) is the set of all points on the surface that are “within” clusterCa.
Definition 4.3.7. Assume that each surface patch is simply connected (contains no
holes). Let P be the polygonization defined by the clustering in the following way.
Consider the dual subgraph B ⊂ Dk that is the union of all shared borders. Each dual
vertex in B with valence 3 or higher is a vertex of P. Each cluster Ca corresponds to
a face a of P, with the associated geometry of S(Ca). Each face’s corners are found
by walking around the shared borders of the cluster, and listing, in order, each vertex
of P that is encountered. Note that this is well defined because Mk is manifold, and
there is exactly one such loop of vertices around each face because the surface patches
are simply connected. Also, each face is homeomorphic to a disk, again because the
surface patches are simply connected. The edges of P are then defined by the faces in
the usual way. See Figure 4.3.
Note that, by the above definition, the geometric realization of the edges of each face
of P are not necessarily “straight.” However, that doesn’t change the topology of the
surface. Also, note that I am allowing two-sided faces. Since the edges of the face
can be curved, such faces are not necessarily degenerate. Zero or one sided faces are
impossible since— in order for P to be defined— each surface patch must be simply
connected and there must be at least three surface patches. It is now fairly trivial to
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Figure 4.5: The shared border (bold lines) between Ca and Cb is disconnected. This
entire disconnected shared border corresponds to a single edge in the approximation,
whereas the cluster polygonization P has two edges corresponding to this border.
show that P has the same Euler-Poincare´ characteristic asMk.
Lemma 4.3.8. If each surface patch is simply connected (contains no holes) then
χ(P) = χ(Mk), where χ is the Euler-Poincare´ characteristic
Proof. Note that every point on Mk will be assigned to at least one face of P and no
other points exist in the geometry of P. Also, note that P is a well defined polygoniza-
tion since all surface patches are simply connected. Thus,Mk andP are polygonizations
of the exact same surface. Therefore, χ(P) = χ(Mk).
It is now time to prove the main theorem of this section, from which the correctness of
the homeomorphic validity rule follows as a corollary.
Theorem 4.3.9. The shared border between any two adjacent surface patches will be
a single connected chain (not a closed loop) and all surface patches will be simply con-
nected if and only if the approximation Mk+1 is homeomorphic to the original surface
Mk.
Proof. (i) First I shall assume that all surface patches are simply connected, and prove
that if any shared border is not a single connected chain, the approximation will not be
homeomorphic to the original surface (note that the case of a closed loop shared border
falls into the category of having a surface patch that is not simply connected).
Suppose that the shared border between some clusters Ca and Cb is not connected.
Consider P, which is well defined because all surface patches are simply connected.
By Lemma 4.3.8, χ(P) = χ(Mk). Now, consider the approximating meshMk+1. Note,
there is a bijection between vertices in Mk+1 and faces in P, namely d ↔ Cd . Also,
note that there is a bijection between faces of Mk+1 and vertices in P, because both
correspond to the faces ofMk with corners in 3 or more distinct patches. Therefore, the
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Figure 4.6: The two possible ways in which a surface patch may be not simply con-
nected.
sum of the number of vertices and faces in P and the sum of the number of vertices and
facesMk+1 must be equal. Now, consider the edges ofMk+1. If two clustersCc andCd
are adjacent, then there will be at most one edge (c,d)∈Mk+1. However, in the case of
Ca andCb, there are at least two edges of P corresponding to the shared border between
Ca and Cb. This is because the shared border is not connected, whereas an edge of P
must necessarily be connected (see Figure 4.5). Thus, the number of edges for P and
Mk+1 cannot be the same. Having already established that their vertex plus face sums
are the same, this means that χ(P) 6= χ(Mk+1). Thus, χ(Mk+1) 6= χ(Mk). Thus, there
is no homeomorphism between the original surface and the approximation.
Now, I must also show that if any surface patch is not simply connected then the ap-
proximation is not homeomorphic to the original surface. Assume surface patch S(Ca)
is not simply connected. There are two cases.
Case 1: Suppose S(Ca) covers a region of Mk that contains one or more topological
holes (See Figure 4.6a). Note that, by the definition of Mk+1, the entire cluster Ca will
be contracted to a single vertex a of Mk+1. This will result in the loss of whatever
topological holes were contained within S(Ca). Therefore, the approximation and the
original surface will not be homeomorphic.
Case 2: Suppose S(Ca) contains no topological holes of Mk. It must then be the case
that there is some group of one or more clusters Cb,Cc, ... that are “surrounded” by Ca
(see Figure 4.6b). More precisely, there is no path from this group of clusters to the
clusters not in this group that doesn’t pass throughCa. SinceCa becomes a single vertex
in Mk+1 this clearly produces a non-manifold vertex in the approximation. Therefore,
the approximation and the original surface will not be homeomorphic.
I have now shown that the presence of a shared border that is not connected or surface
patch that is not simply connected implies that Mk and Mk+1 are not homeomorphic.
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Figure 4.7: If all shared borders are single connected chains, the edges of P (solid
lines) correspond bijectively with the edges of Mk+1 (dashed lines).
(ii) Now I shall prove the more vital implication that if all shared borders are con-
nected chains and if all surface patches are simply connected, the approximation is
homeomorphic to the original surface. Consider P (which is well-defined since all sur-
face patches are simply connected), and again note that χ(P) = χ(Mk). Also, again
note that the face plus vertex sums for P and Mk+1 must be equal. This time, however,
the shared border between each pair of adjacent surface patches is a single connected
chain. Thus, every edge (a,b) ∈Mk+1 corresponds to exactly one edge in P, and vice
versa (see Figure 4.7). In particular, (a,b) corresponds bijectively with the shared bor-
der between Ca and Cb. Since this shared border is a single connected chain it also
corresponds bijectively to an edge in P. Thus, the edge counts for Mk+1 and P must
be equal. Having already established the equality of their vertex plus face sums, this
implies that χ(Mk+1) = χ(P) = χ(Mk). However, this implies a homeomorphism be-
tween the original surface and the approximation only if the approximation is manifold,
which also can be easily shown. Each edge (a,b) ∈ Mk+1 corresponds to an edge in
P, which connects exactly two vertices in P. These two vertices correspond to exactly
two faces inMk+1. Hence, (a,b) is adjacent to exactly two faces, and so it is manifold.
Furthermore, no vertices of Mk are non-manifold and all surface patches are simply
connected. Thus no vertices ofMk+1 are non-manifold. Thus,Mk+1 is manifold. Since
its Euler-Poincare´ characteristic also matches that of Mk, the two surfaces must be
homeomorphic.
Thus, having every shared border be a connected chain and every surface patch simply
connected is equivalent to knowing that the original surface and the approximation are
homeomorphic to each other.
Corollary 4.3.10. If the original surface is manifold, and the approximation is initially
homeomorphic to it, performing a valid swap will preserve the homeomorphism iff the
swap is also homeomorphically valid.
Proof. (i) First it shall be proven that performing a homeomorphically valid swap pre-
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Figure 4.8: If swapping v from Ca into Cb makes Cb into an annulus, then Ca and Cb
must have had a disconnected shared border.
serves the homeomorphism. Consider a homeomorphically valid swap (v,a,b). Let
C′a = Ca−{v} and C′b = Cb ∪{v}. By the above theorem, initially all shared borders
will be single connected chains and all surface patches will be simply connected. First
I will show that following the swap, all surface patches will still be simply connected.
Note that the only two surface patches that change are those corresponding to a and
b. Note also that S(C′a) is still simply connected after the loss of v and the associated
geometry around it, because the swap is valid (so the cluster is still connected), and no
additional geometry was added to the patch. Now, consider S(C′b). I will proceed here
by contradiction. Suppose that S(C′b) is not simply connected. Since S(Cb) is simply
connected, the addition of the geometry around v has made the patch into an annulus.
This means that the shared border between Ca and Cb must have been disconnected
(with both components passing through different portions of the faces incident on v,
see Figure 4.8). This is a contradiction. Thus, S(C′b) is simply connected. Therefore,
all surface patches after the swap are simply connected.
There are now two remaining items of concern. First any shared border involving C′b
must be a single connected chain. This follows immediately from the definition of a
homeomorphically valid swap. The more difficult portion is proving that any shared
border involving S(C′a), is also a single connected chain. LetCc be any cluster adjacent
to Ca, other than Cb. Note, the shared border β between Ca and Cc must be a single
connected chain. Let β ′ denote the shared border between C′a and Cc. There are now
three cases.
Case 1: Suppose Cc is not adjacent to v (there does not exist an edge (u,v) ∈ Gk such
that u ∈Cc). In this case, the shared border between the two clusters is unaffected by
the swap. Thus, β ′ = β . Since β was a single connected chain, so is β ′.
Case 2: Suppose that Cc was adjacent to Ca only at v (for all edges (u,w) ∈ Gk where
u ∈Cc and w ∈Ca, it is the case that w= v). Thus, C′a will not be adjacent to Cc (since
v /∈C′a), and so it is not necessary to consider β ′ (which will be /0 anyway). See Figure
4.9a.
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Figure 4.9: Two of the three possible adjacency cases for clustersCa andCb.
Case 3: Any other situation. In particular,Cc is adjacent toCa at v and elsewhere. Note,
Cc cannot be the only cluster that is adjacent to Ca at v (at the very least, Cb must also
be adjacent toCa at v). Note also that v is not a pinch vertex (the swap is valid), and so
the other clusters must also be adjacent to each other near v. In particular, there must
be some cluster Cd ,d 6= c,d 6= a and vertices u ∈Cc and w ∈Cd such that (u,w) ∈ Gk
and such that u, v, and w are all corners of the same face f ∈ Mk. Note that the dual
vertex ν corresponding to f is one of the end-points of β . Moreover, note that β −β ′
is the intersection of β with the dual graph of faces incident on v. Hence β −β ′ is itself
a connected chain (see Figure 4.9b). Also, note that ν ∈ (β −β ′). Thus, a connected
chain has been removed from one end of β , to make β ′. Therefore, β ′ is also a single
connected chain.
It has now been shown that all shared borders involving C′a or C′b will be single con-
nected chains. Since only these borders can be affected by the swap (v,a,b), and all
borders were initially single connected chains, it is the case that all shared borders are
single connected chains after performing a homeomorphically valid swap. Further-
more, I have already shown that all surface patches will remain simply connected after
a single homeomorphically valid swap. By the previous theorem, this implies that the
approximation is still homeomorphic to the original surface.
(ii) Proving the other direction, that performing a homeomorphically invalid swap
destroys the homeomorphism property, is trivial. Since a homeomorphically invalid
swap implies that some shared border becomes disconnected or forms a closed loop,
the previous theorem immediately implies that the homeomorphism has not been pre-
served.
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4.3.1 Implementation
Implementing the homeomorphic validity rule is slightly more complicated than imple-
menting the basic validity rule. It can be implemented directly, by explicitly tracking
the shared borders between clusters. However, there is a simpler (and probably more
efficient) way to implement this rule, which I will describe here.
This validity rule can be implemented by keeping track of which clusters are adjacent
to which other clusters. For the following description, the neighborhood of a vertex
v is the set of all vertices that share a face with v (this is the same as vertices of the
neighborhood subgraph from Definition 4.2.3 plus the vertex v itself). When a swap
(v,a,b) is about to be performed, a local check can be performed to see which clusters
will become newly adjacent in the neighborhood of v (clusters that were not adjacent in
the neighborhood of v, and then become so after the swap). If any such clusters were
already adjacent before the swap then they have just formed a new section of shared
border, disconnected from the original border. Such a swap is not homeomorphically
valid.
However, the check described so far doesn’t handle all cases. If a cluster Cc is already
adjacent to Cb in the neighborhood of v, and then becomes adjacent again within the
neighborhood of v, but with a disconnected shared border, the adjacency check will
miss this event, since it doesn’t see any change in local adjacency. Such a situation can
be prevented by making sure that v is not a “virtual” pinch vertex ofCc (that is, assume
that v is in Cc, instead of Ca, would v then be a pinch vertex?). The check so far also
misses the case where Cb becomes an annulus after the swap, which can be prevented
in a similar fashion, by ensuring that v is not a “virtual” pinch vertex ofCb. With these
additions to the adjacency check described above, this implementation will correctly
identify whether a given swap is homeomorphically valid.
Unfortunately, unlike the basic validity rule, the homeomorphic validity rule depends
on b, so the check must be performed individually for each potential swap. This, and
the fact that the check is more complicated, means that preserving topology incurs some
(perhaps significant) performance penalty, and so should be used only when actually
needed.
4.3.2 Extending to a Multilevel Hierarchy
The extension of the homeomorphic validity rule to a multiple level hierarchy is iden-
tical to that of the basic validity rule. Simply perform the same check, but with respect
to each coarser level clustering.
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4.3.3 Extending to Manifolds With Boundary
The given homeomorphic validity rule can be extended to manifolds with boundary
by treating all vertices on the boundary as if they neighbor some “virtual cluster,” rep-
resenting the hole. Then apply the same rules as for the manifold without boundary
case.
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Chapter 5
Editing Arbitrarily Deforming
Surface Animations1
5.1 Introduction
Movie and digital effects production involves heavy use of deforming surfaces. For ex-
ample, the loose fitting portions of a character’s garment are generally simulated cloth.
Such physically simulated deforming surfaces are quite expensive to generate. More-
over, despite recent improvements in the behavior of cloth simulators [8, 14, 19], the
design process of tweaking initial conditions to get the results “just right” remains no-
toriously time consuming and labor intensive. This process would be greatly improved
by a method for editing a deforming surface after it has been generated.
Recent advances in cloth motion capture [36, 65, 77] point toward a future where cloth
motion data is routinely captured to supplement simulations. Human skeletal motion
capture has become ubiquitous in production environments. Being able to alter and re-
use such motion capture data is an important and interesting problem that has become
1This chapter contains material authored jointly with my advisor, Michael Garland, and previously pub-
lished by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) in the proceedings of the 2006 SIGGRAPH
conference and in the ACM Transactions on Graphics journal [48]. The ACM owns the copyright for the
published material. However, the copyright transferral agreement I signed with the ACM states that I retain
“the right to reuse any portion of the work, without fee, in future works of the author’s own, including books,
lectures and presentations in all media, provided that the ACM citation and notice of ACM copyright are
included.”
Figure 5.1: Taking a piece of deforming, motion-captured cloth (top), the method pre-
sented here can be used to easily perform a broad range of edits, including multireso-
lution embossing of a person’s face (bottom). Note how nicely the face bends with the
deformations present in the original animation.
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the focus of a great deal of research. As with skeletal motion capture data, there will be
a pressing need for good ways to edit and “tweak” cloth motion capture data to adapt it
to different purposes. For example, cloth that was captured flapping in the breeze could
be adapted to look as if it was hit by something at a certain point in time, even though
the original data contained no such event. Or perhaps the captured cloth data has the
desired general motion, but not quite the right material. Filtering out or enhancing
certain geometric frequencies can alter the appearance and “feel” of cloth in subtle
ways, making the data more versatile. Again, this is a situation where pre-deforming
surface editing and signal processing would be extremely useful.
Editing of arbitrarily deforming surfaces is a largely un-addressed problem, but one
which is likely to become very important as simulation and motion capture technology
advances.
In this chapter, I present a multiresolution editing and geometric signal approach for de-
forming surfaces that is based, in part, on techniques that have been shown to work well
in the static case [37, 84]. This multiresolution approach not only supports geometric
signal processing, but also yields more intuitive results when transporting edits to other
frames of an animation. Underlying my system is a time-varying multiresolution trans-
form that, through a technique I call basis smoothing, yields temporally coherent signal
processing and editing results even in the presence of a changing multiresolution hier-
archy. Also presented in this chapter is an irregular mesh wavelet compression scheme
for multilevel meshes, based on Guskov & Khodakovsky’s [35] wavelet compression
method.
The editing approach I take in this chapter can be said to be a “spatial” or “modeling”
approach. Herein I am mainly concerned with how to sensibly transport a multireso-
lution edit made on one frame of animation to all other frames. Intuitively, this can
be thought of as changing the underlying surface geometry, without affecting the mo-
tion. However, through the use of weighting functions, I can make the edits fade in
and fade out over time, thereby influencing the motion as well. This is in contrast to
the “temporal” or “keyframing” approach I take in Chapter 6. In particular, the signal
processing I discuss in this chapter is spatial or geometric, meaning that it analyzes the
shape of the surface, whereas the signal processing in Chapter 6 is temporal, meaning
that it analyzes the motion of the surface.
5.2 Time-Varying Transform
Utilizing a multiresolution approach to editing enables important spatial signal pro-
cessing operations, such as smoothing of motion capture noise and the enhancement
of subtle details. In addition, it makes edits applied on multiple animation frames be-
have sensibly in the presence of highly deforming geometry (see §5.3.2). My approach
is based on an irregular mesh analog of the Burt-Adelson pyramid [16]. My mesh
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Figure 5.2: The vertex r(v) represents v in the next coarser level and has the same
geometric position as r∗(r(v)).
pyramid represents the mesh at decreasing levels of detail, encoding detail differences
between each subsequent level.
5.2.1 Pyramid Scheme
Constructing the mesh pyramid proceeds in a manner similar to that proposed by
Guskov et al. [37]. However, my pyramid is different in that each removed vertex
does not count as a new level. Instead, repeatedly removing a fixed percentage (usually
50% or 75%) of vertices, produces a pyramid structure stratified into levels. This is
the multilevel mesh defined in Section 3.2. The decimation metric I use is a weighted
average of the planar quadric error metric [30] and vertex quadrics [32] to regularize
edge lengths (important for achieving meaningful signal processing results). Deci-
mated vertex positions are found via the subset placement method. Each level is a
mesh in its own right, and can be processed as such. The levels will be denoted
M0 = (V0,F0),M1 = (V1,F1), ...,Mn = (Vn,Fn), where M0 is the original input mesh,
and Mn is the coarsest level constructed. Each vertex u ∈ Vk+1 was produced by con-
tracting together some number of vertices at level k. For each such vertex v, call u the
representative of v, and denote it
u= r(v). (5.1)
In addition, there is one vertex w ∈ Vk that is really the same vertex as u. This vertex
shall be denoted
w= r∗(u). (5.2)
Note that for a general vertex x, r(r∗(x)) = x, but r∗(r(x)) 6= x necessarily. In fact, for
each cluster of vertices with the same representative, exactly one will have the property
that r∗(r(x)) = x. See Figure 5.2.
Up-sampling proceeds in a manner reminiscent of the interpolate and relax phase of a
multigrid solver. To produce a smooth subdivided mesh from a coarse level Mk, take
the connectivity specified by Fk−1 and set each vertex v∈Vk−1 to the position of r(v) in
Vk. Then generate interpolated positions for the vertices of Vk−1 by performing a fixed
number of Gauss-Seidel iterations using the 2nd-order divided differences relaxation
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operator [37], while holding fixed every vertex x ∈Vk−1 satisfying
r∗(r(x)) = x. (5.3)
Following that, perform a small number of unconstrained Jacobi iterations, with the
same relaxation operator, to relax the mesh into a smooth approximation of Mk, with
the connectivity of Mk−1. The subdivision of Mk by this process shall be denoted
σ(Mk). I use Gauss-Seidel iterations during interpolation for faster convergence, and
Jacobi iterations during smoothing to avoid bias. In my experiments, I have found
15 Gauss-Seidel iterations with a step size of 1.0 to be sufficient for the interpolation
phase. The user can vary the number of Jacobi iterations for the smoothing phase,
but I generally use 2, with a step size of 0.5, which I have found to work best in my
experiments.
Having computed σ(Mk), detail vectors are computed by taking the difference between
each vertex in Mk−1 and the corresponding vertex in σ(Mk). The detail vectors are
represented relative to a local frame computed for each vertex of σ(Mk). These local
frames are very important in the editing application, and the local frame of a vertex
u shall be denoted by Fu, a 3×3 rotation matrix taking local vectors to global ones.
Local frames for Mk−1 are computed from σ(Mk) by using, for each vertex, one of
the tangent vectors of the Loop subdivision surface [57] defined by the 1-ring of that
vertex, and the average normal of the triangles in that 1-ring. I found this to be more
stable than using both Loop surface tangent vectors to define the normal. Also, for
editing applications it is necessary to keep track of, at all hierarchy levels, the local
frames of the unedited geometry. This canonical frame for vertex u will be denoted Fcu.
The original surface can be reconstructed from the coarsest level vertex positions and
all the detail vectors by again using the mesh pyramid. Starting from Mn, compute
σ(Mn) and add the detail vectors for level n−1, to obtain Mn−1. This process repeats
until M0.
Because I use Guskov’s 2nd-order relaxation operator [37], the multiresolution trans-
form performs best if the surface is manifold or manifold with boundaries. To deal with
boundaries, I add boundary constraint quadrics [30] to the decimation metric, ensuring
that boundaries are well represented on all levels of the mesh pyramid. Then, during
the interpolation phase of subdivision, I use an inverse edge-length weighted Laplacian
operator, restricted to the boundary, to make sure that interpolated vertex positions lie
on the boundary. The smoothing phase is unaltered. I have also found that triangles
with very bad aspect ratio may appear on mesh boundaries, causing numerical insta-
bilities. To fix this, I simply ignore edges attached to such triangles when computing
relaxation coefficients, which is the same method Guskov et al. [37] used to deal with
non-manifold edges.
It is worth noting that, as described, this pyramid scheme is not a true wavelet trans-
form due to the presence of oversampling. The oversampling is important for editing
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Figure 5.3: (a) A nonlinear morph. (b)-(d) Middle frequencies enhanced. Multiresolu-
tion analysis from first frame breaks down on later frames (b). Even updating relaxation
coefficients (c) doesn’t fix the problem. (d) My result.
and signal processing applications. However, it can easily be eliminated, if desired, by
skipping all smoothing iterations and by removing detail vectors for vertices satisfying
Equation (5.3), since these details vectors would be 0. This more compact representa-
tion is necessary for compression (§5.4).
5.2.2 Adaptive Transform
The mesh pyramid described above can be used for signal processing and multiresolu-
tion editing on the original input mesh, just as in Guskov et al. [37]. However, the goal
is to perform such operations on a highly deforming surface, such as a cloth animation.
Since the pyramid was constructed from a particular input geometry, it is useful only
for signal processing of surfaces whose geometry closely resembles that of the original
input. An example of how this can fail is shown on a man to horse morph in Figure 5.3.
In that figure, I am doubling the length of the detail vectors corresponding to the mid-
dle level of the hierarchy. However, the frequency content of the man is very different
from that of the horse. A static frequency analysis (Figure 5.3b) thus yields obviously
incorrect results. Even updating the relaxation coefficients alone (Figure 5.3c) does not
give the right behavior. Only through updating both the relaxation coefficients and the
hierarchy (Figure 5.3d) is the desired result achieved. Note that this situation doesn’t
arise in the regular image setting, because the signal being processed (pixel value) does
not affect the construction of the image pyramid. In the irregular mesh setting, how-
ever, the geometry of the surface has a significant influence on the constructed mesh
pyramid.
To apply multiresolution techniques to a deforming surface one could simply build a
new hierarchy for each frame. However, greedy mesh decimation is an unstable pro-
cess: small changes in the input geometry can potentially produce drastic changes in
the output hierarchy. Moreover, a pyramid scheme is only an approximation of fre-
quency decomposition, so it is important to maintain consistency of the approximation
from one frame to the next. The method presented in Chapter 3 is ideally suited for
this. It yields a sequence of multilevel meshes with a high degree of temporal coher-
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ence. If instead, one were to simply build a completely new pyramid on each frame,
without regard to previous frames, the signal processing and editing results would be
extremely noisy.
Since the relaxation operator I use performs best on manifolds, it is necessary to en-
force topological preservation during both initial pyramid construction and subsequent
hierarchy updating.
5.2.3 Basis Smoothing
Performing hierarchy adaptation, rather than building a new hierarchy from scratch,
greatly increases the temporal coherence of the mesh pyramid sequence. However,
any change to the hierarchy has the potential to cause a pop in the signal processed
results. This is because changes to the hierarchy are combinatorial in nature. For
example, an edge flip in one of the coarser levels may potentially cause an abrupt
change in the relaxed position of either involved vertex. Such changes in the relaxed
vertex positions cause corresponding changes in the direction and magnitude of the
detail vectors. If one is reconstructing the original surface, then such changes are
immaterial. However, when performing signal processing, the detail vectors will be
scaled, and if their directions have changed, their endpoints will shift. Visually, this
manifests itself as a small “pop” in the surface.
To alleviate these abrupt position corrections, some sort of smoothing operation needs
to be performed on the hierarchy changes, so that they occur over some time interval,
rather than suddenly. However, since the changes to the hierarchy are combinatorial,
this is problematic. My solution is to essentially let the various mesh pyramids nearby
the current frame “vote” on the result of a particular signal processing operation. The
smoothing operation proceeds as follows. When processing frame i, take all the pyra-
mids from frames j within a certain window around frame i, and signal process the
geometry of frame i with each of them. Then average the resulting vertex positions
(See Figure 5.4). It is vital to note, however, that this is not averaging the result of
applying pyramid j to geometry j, for j 6= i, and averaging with the other frames in
the window. Doing that would smooth out the original geometry motion, which is
quite undesirable. Instead, the smoothing operation only diffuses the effect of hierar-
chy changes, on geometry from a single frame i. In essence, the space the algorithm is
smoothing over is the space of possible mesh pyramids (hence the name basis smooth-
ing). It is not smoothing over time. Applying basis smoothing on a sequence with an
identity filter reproduces the original sequence exactly (up to numerical precision).
There is, of course, a performance impact from using basis smoothing. Combining 10
different bases will increase processing time by approximately a factor of 10. How-
ever, one can greatly improve the speed of basis smoothing by breaking the sequence
into blocks (§5.2.4). In addition, during interactive editing, basis smoothing is not per-
formed, to give the user the quickest feedback. The user can request a basis smoothed
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Figure 5.4: Basis smoothing processes a single frame i with all nearby mesh pyramids,
the results are then combined to produce temporally coherent output.
Figure 5.5: The editing interface. Top: Direct manipulation (left, middle) and multires-
olution embossing (right). Bottom: Attaching a sail to a ship (left, middle) and signal
processing (right).
preview at any time.
5.2.4 Blockification
Although one can compute a new multiresolution pyramid for each frame of the anima-
tion, this is by no means necessary. For smoothly deforming meshes, the same pyramid
is likely to be well suited for an entire contiguous subsequence of the animation. Thus,
changes to the hierarchy are delayed until they exceed some threshold. This breaks the
sequence into blocks, each of which is represented by a different mesh pyramid. I pick
blocks based on the total quadric error of the hierarchy. If the improved hierarchy is
better suited to the geometry than the current one by more than some small threshold a
new block is created.
Blockification greatly accelerates basis smoothing, since smoothing need only be per-
formed near block boundaries. For example, on the collapsing horse sequence (Figure
5.12), blockified basis smoothing with a window consisting of 19 frames was per-
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formed using an average of only 3.5 bases. On sequences with less drastic deformation,
the speedup is even greater. Blockified basis smoothing with a 19 frame window on
the motion captured cloth sequence (Figure 5.1) used only 1.7 bases per frame (more
than 11 times faster than regular basis smoothing). I typically use a threshold of nearly
zero (1×10−6), and block sizes are typically on the order of 10 frames per block.
5.3 Multiresolution Editing
Constructing the time-varying multiresolution transform for a given animation sequence
is an entirely automatic preprocessing step. Once that is complete, the user can effi-
ciently perform interactive signal processing and editing of that sequence. See Figure
5.5 for examples of interactive editing sessions. I view both signal processing and edit-
ing as the application of filters to the detail vector representation of the surface. User
edits are stored in a special filter, which can be applied to any frame of the animation
to produce a corresponding edit. Edits can also be weighted by a temporal scaling
function, which is an arbitrary real valued function of time that governs the strength of
an edit on each frame of the animation.
5.3.1 Direct Manipulation
The most basic edit that can be performed with the system is dragging a vertex to a
new position. Naturally, coarser level vertices affect larger areas. An example of direct
manipulation is shown in the top left portion of Figure 5.5. The user lengthens the ear
of the collapsing horse by dragging it.
A common approach in static multiresolution editing is to associate edits with some
coarse scale vertex. However, in this framework the mesh pyramid may change from
frame to frame. Thus, coarse-scale vertex position edits cannot be associated with
a coarse vertex, since there is no single corresponding coarse vertex for all frames.
Instead, all edits that would normally affect the detail vectors of coarse level vertices
are stored at the finest level (whose connectivity does not change).
When the user moves a vertex u at some level k of the current hierarchy, the edit vec-
tor is “replicated” and associated with all vertices of M0 that are represented by u.
When the resulting set of edit replicators are applied to some other hierarchy, they
are propagated up the hierarchy to level k and averaged together. By the nature of the
multiresolution transform, this tells us how the coarse vertices should move. Since the
hierarchy is not necessarily the same as the original, more than one vertex of level k
may now be affected by the edit. See Figure 5.6 for a schematic depiction of how edit
replicators work.
I take care to make edit replicators from different edits be independent of each other.
This makes applying the edit filter simpler, since edits need not be applied in the order
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the user specified them. It also allows edits from different frames to be combined in a
sensible way. Given an edit vector e represented in global coordinates and associated
with a vertex u ∈Vk, replication proceeds as follows. Let
e′ = FcuF
−1
u e (5.4)
be the global representation of e independent of all other edits. Now, let
V = (r−1)k({u}) (5.5)
be the set of vertices in V0 represented by u. For each v ∈V , let
ev = (Fcv)
−1e′. (5.6)
This set {ev|v ∈ V} is the set of edit replicators associated with this edit, represented
in the local canonical frames of the finest level geometry. These edit replicators, along
with the level number k are sufficient to reconstruct the edit, and apply the edit to other
frames, even if they have different hierarchies.
Given a set of base vertices V , a set of edit replicators {ev|v ∈V}, and a level number
k, edit application proceeds as follows. Let
U = rk(V ) (5.7)
be the set of vertices at level k representing those in V . For each u ∈U , let
W = (r−1)k({u}) (5.8)
and compute the global average edit vector
a= ( ∑
w∈W∩V
Fcwew)/|W |. (5.9)
Finally, for each u ∈U , add (Fcu)−1a to the detail vector associated with u.
As described, different edits have cumulative semantics (meaning that, if they affect the
same vertex, their effects add up). One can also make edits from the same animation
frame have averaging semantics by treating all the edit replicators affecting level k
of the same animation frame as one big set of edit replicators. Thus, if two spatially
nearby edits originally affected different coarse vertices, but on a new animation frame
they affect the same vertex, then the total effect on that vertex will be a weighted
average of the two edits. I have found that this gives more intuitive user control. Edits
from different frames still have cumulative semantics.
Edit replicators are versatile, and need not be used only for transporting single-vertex
style edits. By specifying the edit replicators more directly, one can provide a variety of
useful tools. For example, the system can provide a direct manipulation brush by laying
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Figure 5.6: The thin polyline represents coarse surface manipulated by user. The thick
curved line represents finest level surface. Top, left to right: Original surface. User
drags a vertex. Edit is replicated and stored at finest level. Bottom, left to right: Origi-
nal surface on a new frame. Edit replicators move with finest level surface. Vertices at
coarse level are moved according to edit replicators.
a brush texture over a portion of the base surface, and computing edit replicators for
each vertex of M0 that lies within the textured region. The edit replicator magnitudes
are determined by texture lookup. Then, the edit replicators can be applied to any level
desired. This allows the user to “pull” multiple vertices at once.
5.3.2 Multiresolution Embossing
Edit replicators can also be used to perform multiresolution embossing, which is much
more effective than single resolution embossing. This is a multi-stage process. First,
edit replicators are computed exactly as in the direct manipulation brush case, and are
applied to a very coarse level of the mesh pyramid. The whole multiresolution trans-
form is then computed, to determine the effect of the low-res embossing on the finest
level geometry. Then, this new geometry is compared against the desired embossing
shape, and difference vectors are computed. These are converted to edit replicators,
and applied to the next finer level of the mesh pyramid. Again the transform is com-
puted to obtain the refined finest level geometry. This process repeats until the finest
level is reached. The result is a multiresolution set of edit replicators that, when applied
to any frame of the animation, produces a nice embossing of the surface, deformed ap-
propriately for the new geometry. Embossing effects can be scaled or thresholded by
temporal scaling functions, and can even have an animated source texture.
Figure 5.7 shows the difference between multiresolution and single resolution emboss-
ing. In that figure, a piece of motion-captured cloth data has been embossed with the
word “HI” while the cloth is flat. When the cloth bends, the single resolution emboss-
ing (applied at the finest level) breaks down, whereas the multiresolution result behaves
in an aesthetically pleasing manner.
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Figure 5.7: Embossing motion captured cloth. Notice that the multiresolution result
(left) is free from the “crumpling” artifacts present in the single resolution result (right).
5.3.3 Constraints
Constraint edits allow the user to specify that a particular part of the surface should
be in exactly a certain location at a certain animation frame (or multiple frames). This
is useful for fixing up errors in motion captured cloth at vertices that were supposed
to be locked in place (similar to the “foot skate” problem of skeletal motion capture),
or attaching cloth to objects it wasn’t attached to in the original simulation or motion
capture environment.
Constraints are represented in global absolute coordinates. Each constraint c is associ-
ated with a single vertex v of the finest level mesh, and can be either hard (vertex moves
exactly to the specified location) or soft (vertex is a weighted average of constrained
and unconstrained locations). Also associated with c is the coarsest level k at which the
constraint will have any affect. All vertices up the hierarchy from v to rk(v), inclusive,
are affected by c. If two or more constraints end up affecting the same coarse level
vertex, their affects are averaged at that level. Choosing different k will change how
localized the effect of the constraint is. Choosing the coarsest level will give the most
“global” motion of the surface to satisfy the constraint. Choosing the finest level will
move only v to the constraint location, creating a spike effect (see top of Figure 5.8).
Unlike global signal processing and edit replicators, constraints do not affect detail
vectors directly. Instead, they are applied during the reconstruction phase. A hard
constraint affecting vertex u of level k will cause that vertex to be moved exactly to
the constraint position, ignoring the detail vector associated with that vertex. Soft
constraints are the same, except they first compute the unconstrained location, using
the detail vector, and then combine it with the constraint location.
Figure 5.8 shows an example of using constraints to modify a motion captured cloth
sequence. In the original sequence, only the top two corners were pinned, allowing the
bottom to flap freely. In the edited result, all four corners are pinned, yet the surface
still looks natural.
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Figure 5.8: Top: Constraints at fine levels (left) have very local effects. Higher level
constraints (right) have more global effects. Bottom: Before and after adding con-
straints at all four cloth corners.
5.3.4 Geometric Signal Processing
Motion captured cloth can have a great deal of noise, which may need to be removed.
In addition, an artist may wish to enhance, or downplay, certain folds and wrinkles in
the cloth. The system provides signal processing tools as a way to accomplish these
tasks. Frequency band filters, where each mesh pyramid level is a separate band, can
be applied by scaling the detail vectors and then reconstructing the surface. As with
all pyramid methods, the levels of the hierarchy are not exactly frequency bands, but
they behave in a similar manner. By scaling the detail vectors, the user can achieve all
the usual geometric signal processing effects, such as smoothing, band-pass filtering,
and enhancement. This system does not, however, provide a means of amplifying or
dampening actual motion frequencies. That behavior is provided by the temporal signal
processing method I describe in Chapter 6.
5.4 Adaptive Wavelet Compression
It may seem that constructing the time-varying multiresolution transform will seriously
inflate the size of the animation data. However, with a few modifications, the transform
can actually help compress the animation.
The wavelet based compression method due to Guskov and Khodakovsky [35] requires
that every frame of the animation sequence be well represented by a single multires-
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F I P P P I P P P PP
 Basis change
F  = First frame
(static mesh encoding)
I  = I-frame P  = P-frame
 (low bitrate) P  = P-frame (high bitrate)
Figure 5.9: Frame scheme for adaptive wavelet compression. The frame right before
a basis change is encoded at a high bitrate so that the encoded geometry can be used
to compute the relaxation coefficients for the new basis. Following a basis change,
the next frame must be an I-frame, since there is no simple correspondence between
vertices across the basis change.
olution hierarchy. For highly deforming surfaces, such as morphs and cloth, this re-
quirement is not met. By using my time-varying transform, I can achieve better normal
reconstruction at low bit-rates, even though the total geometric RMS error does not
necessarily decrease. See Figure 5.10 for an example.
My adaptive wavelet compression scheme proceeds as follows. First, segment the se-
quence into blocks (§5.2.4). Each block will have its own wavelet basis, which requires
both a multiresolution hierarchy and a set of relaxation operator coefficients. The hi-
erarchy and relaxer coefficients for the first block are both implicitly defined by the
geometry of the first frame, which can be compressed by a static mesh compression
scheme, or left uncompressed.
Hierarchies for subsequent blocks are encoded using a more compact version of the
swap representation (as described in Section 5.4.1). The “wavelet coefficients” are
simply the detail vectors from the multiresolution transform, and are quantized and en-
coded using the progressive bitplane encoding described by Guskov and Khodakovsky
[35]. The relaxation operator coefficients for each block will be computed from the
geometry of the first frame of the block. However, to avoid quality degradation, the
first frame of each block needs to be encoded at a much higher bitrate (as much as an
order of magnitude higher, for very low bitrate encodings) than the rest of the block.
Furthermore, since the basis has just changed, the next frame must be an I-frame rather
than a P-frame (see §2.3.2 for a description of I-frames and P-frames). This general
scheme is depicted in Figure 5.9.
In order to have a true wavelet transform, there must be no oversampling. Thus when
using my transform for compression I do not perform the smoothing phase of the sub-
division (only the interpolation phase), as described in §5.2.1. Also, to achieve better
rates, I use the anisotropic version of the 2nd-order divided differences relaxation op-
erator [35].
Figure 5.10 shows a comparison between my implementation of Guskov&Khodakovsky’s
wavelet compression method andmy improved version using adaptive bases with block-
ification. The sequence being compressed is the man to horse morph shown in Figure
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(a) Single wavelet basis (b) Adaptive wavelet bases
Figure 5.10: Compressing the man-to-horse morph shown in Figure 5.3 at an average
rate of 1.0 bits per vertex per frame. The static wavelet basis produces noticeable noise
on the side of the head that is corrected by the adaptive basis.
5.3. Both methods use an average of only 1 bit per vertex per frame (decreasing the
animation from 41MB to 1.2MB), and use P-frames for all possible frames (the be-
ginning of blocks in the adaptive method must be I-frames). The single, non-adaptive
wavelet basis is not as suitable for representing the last frame, resulting in noticeable
noise in the reconstruction. My result is of higher visual quality, despite having the
detail vectors actually encoded at only 0.7 bits per vertex per frame, to compensate for
the extra swap information and geometry that must be encoded for the basis transitions.
The overall RMS errors for the two methods are essentially the same (the average error
per frame for Guskov’s method was 0.000327, and for my method was 0.000351).
5.4.1 Swap Encoding
The swap representation for encoding the changes in a sequence of mesh hierarchies
(Chapter 3) is already fairly compact. However, it can be encoded in even fewer bits by
making a few simple observations and through the use of standard Arithmetic Coding
(AC). Bodden et al. [9] present a good description of AC, as well as source code (which
I used in my implementation).
First, observe that for each swap (v,a,b) the only information we actually need to
encode is the vertex v and the destination cluster b. The source cluster a is always
implicitly known, since a = r(v). Furthermore, the order that swaps are played-back
for a given block does not matter. Thus, I can sort the swaps, first by destination cluster,
then by vertex ID. Doing so ensures that I only need to encode each destination cluster
ID once, plus a very small integer indicating how many vertices were swapped into
the cluster. All that remains is to encode the vertex IDs, which can be made even
smaller by using a “constant” predictive delta encoding (each vertex ID is encoded as
the difference from the previous vertex ID, which takes advantage of the coherence
introduced by sorting the vertices). This sequence of deltas and the swaps per cluster
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Figure 5.11: A simulated rubber sheet is stretched, released, and allowed to hang flat.
Afterwards it is embossed with the word HI.
integers are both encoded in separate AC streams [9].
5.5 Results
I will now demonstrate some of the results that can be achieved with the dynamic sur-
face editing system. First, a few embossing examples on a piece of cloth obtained
through motion capture and then subdivided with two levels of Loop subdivision. Fig-
ure 5.7 shows both multiresolution and single resolution embossing of the word “HI”
into the cloth. Figure 5.1 shows a multiresolution embossing of a human face into the
cloth. Note how the embossed result bends naturally with the bending of the cloth.
These examples highlight a useful aspect of dynamic surface editing: the ability to cre-
ate non-physical cloth results, from physical data or physically based simulations, that
still look natural. Moreover, these simple results can be created with only a few mouse
clicks on the part of the user.
A more complicated edit is shown in Figure 5.12. The original sequence is of a horse
collapsing as if it were made of rubber. In just a few minutes, the user has edited the
sequence so that the horse becomes a camel-horse hybrid, complete with hump, and so
that its face shows an expression of extreme surprise when it realizes it has no skeleton.
Notice the natural way that the hump folds over when it collapses. Remember, the
hump was never part of the geometry during the original simulation run. Preprocessing
time for the 16K triangle, 52 frame collapsing horse was about 8 minutes on a 3 GHz
Intel Xeon processor.
Figure 5.13 shows another complex example. I have taken the subdivided, motion cap-
tured cloth data (Figure 5.1) and attached it to a ship to make a sail. Signal processing
was used to make the cloth appear heavier, and less mobile, and a brushed direct manip-
ulation edit was applied to make the sail bow out as if in a strong wind. Preprocessing
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time for the 16K triangle, 450 frame subdivided cloth was about 70 minutes. Remem-
ber, preprocessing time is a one-time cost for each sequence. What matters most is
total user editing time, which was less than six minutes.
An even more complicated example is shown in Figure 5.14. Here, a cape that was
simulated on a cow is edited to fit a galloping horse. Before editing, the cape inter-
sects the horse in multiple locations, and it doesn’t move with the galloping motion
of the horse. By attaching the cape to the shoulders of the horse, using time-varying
constraints, the cape now fits the horse snugly, and moves with the galloping motion.
The inter-penetration of the tail with the cape was fixed with a few embossing and
direct manipulation edits, with a temporal scaling function synched with the rise and
fall of the horse’s tail. My first, rough edit is shown in the upper right of the figure.
I refined the edit by making the cloth above the horse’s back follow the horse’s shape
more closely, and move with the rise and fall of the horse’s back. My system makes it
easy to perform this kind of iterative design process.
5.5.1 Discussion
While my system is effective and robust, I have found that there are some extreme situ-
ations that are not ideally handled. If an edit on a relatively flat region of the animation
is being transported across a region of extreme deformation, to another relatively flat
region, the two flat regions will not have the same hierarchy, even though their geom-
etry may be almost the same. This can lead to minor, but noticeable, artifacts, since
the edit replicators can approximate the edit on the new hierarchy, but not reproduce it
exactly. This is not usually apparent, but can be seen in Figure 5.11. In such situations,
the artist may wish to do the edit twice, once on each side of the extremely deformed
region, and have the two edits blend together at some point (probably in the deformed
region). Figure 5.11 does, however, also show that the system correctly handles large
tangential stretching and shearing of the surface.
Another potential limitation of the system is the somewhat expensive preprocessing
step. The dominant cost during hierarchy adaptation is in fact the vertex teleportation,
which allows the algorithm to escape local minima. However, for many deforming
surfaces vertex teleportation may be safely switched off. Specifically, those animations
without too much parametric distortion—i.e., tangential stretching/compression—do
not require teleportation. In this case, preprocessing time is reduced by a factor of 2 or
more.
5.6 Conclusion
My time-varying multiresolution transform allows multiresolution edits to be propa-
gated across an animation sequence in a temporally coherent manner. I have demon-
strated how this enables a user to take an existing animation sequence and modify it
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Figure 5.12: Top: The original collapsing horse. Bottom: A very surprised collapsing
camel-horse hybrid. Note the natural way in which the hump folds over as the geometry
collapses.
Figure 5.13: Editing a piece of motion captured cloth (Figure 5.1) to make a ship’s sail.
The editing system makes it easy to reuse deforming surface data.
Figure 5.14: Top Left: A simulated cape on a cow. Top Middle: The cape doesn’t fit
the horse, but after some quick editing (Top Right) it does. Not satisfied with the fit,
the user makes a few more edits. Bottom: Three frames of the final editing results.
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so that it can be used for a different purpose or so that it better fulfills its original pur-
pose. The user can directly manipulate the surface, emboss it, and attach it to moving
objects not present in the original environment. A system like this can go a long way
toward easing the burden currently placed on artists and designers who must repeatedly
“tweak” simulation conditions to get the result they desire, or go in by hand and manu-
ally apply edits to multiple frames. Deforming surface editing is also likely to become
even more important as cloth motion capture technology develops. While many of the
best examples are cloth data, it should be stressed that my method is not limited to
cloth.
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Chapter 6
Free-Form Motion Processing
6.1 Introduction
Animators currently have at their disposal a wealth of techniques for editing and pro-
cessing the motion of articulated characters. Characters can be easily reposed and their
motion warped to interpolate the desired keyframe. Motion clips can be blended to-
gether to produce composite motions, and skeleton parameters can be manipulated to
enhance or suppress features of the motion. Because generating original motion can
be very expensive and time consuming, these motion processing techniques and others
like them, are essential production tools.
The goal of the work I present in this chapter is to make similarly powerful processing
of free-form motion possible. Such motions can be free-form in both space and time:
the object may be described by an arbitrary unstructured triangle mesh, and in each
frame every vertex may have an arbitrary position. Datasets of this kind are typical of
several common motion sources, including physical simulations of non-rigid objects
(e.g., cloth) and direct high-resolution motion capture of surfaces (e.g., faces).
The foundation of my motion processing framework is a new rotationally-invariant
differential mesh representation (where the position and orientation of each vertex and
face is expressed relative to those of its neighbors). Prior rotationally-invariant re-
sults in this area [72] have generally used vertex-based formulations. By taking a
triangle based approach— which I have found is particularly well suited for motion
processing— I have simplified the formulation significantly. Because my represen-
tation is constructed from relative transformations of triangles, rather than using the
conventional vertex-based approach, it avoids the need to invent vertex tangent planes
that lie outside the surface. This leads to greater stability and allows the accommo-
dation of any triangulated model, including non-manifold and non-orientable surfaces,
which existing vertex-based approaches are incapable of representing (at least without
careful design of tangent planes).
My differential representation provides the basis for both spatial geometry processing
and temporal motion processing. I use it to provide a keyframe editor that supports de-
tail preserving edits. Other geometric operations, such as smoothing, are also possible.
More importantly, I show how this differential representation can be used to provide
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Figure 6.1: The user has taken an existing cloth simulation and applied fold mollifi-
cation to fix simulation errors and inserted 4 keyframes to provide a more dramatic
effect. The system has automatically warped the motion to smoothly interpolate these
constraints (bottom).
a collection of powerful motion processing tools. Given one or more keyframes, the
system can insert them into a motion clip, warping the motion to smoothly interpolate
them. Also derived are techniques for blending clips together and for performing tem-
poral signal processing on the motion itself, both of which are clearly superior to linear
blending based on vertex positions.
Chapter 5 introduced a system for editing the geometry of already deforming surfaces,
but it is fairly limited when it comes to modifying the motion itself. In contrast to the
“spatial” approach taken in that chapter, here I take a more “temporal” approach. The
focus is on modifying the motion. Often, that is accomplished by spatial blending over
time, but with the goal of affecting the motion of the surface, rather than the underlying
geometry. However, some of the techniques I present here are truly “temporal”. For
example, temporal signal processing performs signal processing in the time-domain,
rather than the spatial domain (as was done in Chapter 5).
Also, the techniques described here work on a less restricted class of surfaces. In
contrast to the manifold surfaces required in Chapter 5 the methods I present here can
handle non-manifold and non-orientable surfaces, and require no special handling for
boundaries.
6.2 Differential Representation
All editing operations—in both space and in time—presented in this chapter are built
on a differential representation of the surface. Assuming a triangular mesh (also called
a simplicial 2-complex) with n vertices and m faces, the aim is to represent the position
of each vertex in terms of differences from its neighbors, without reference to a global
coordinate system. In doing so, I will guarantee that the representation is invariant un-
der rotations and translations of the original surface. A description of how to construct
my differential representation follows.
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Figure 6.2: Local trihedrons Dσ and Dτ provide non-orthonormal frames for triangles
σ and τ . Connection mapQστ encodes the transformation from one frame to the other.
6.2.1 First-Order Differences.
For each triangle σ , with corners (i, j,k), choose two edge vectors (uσ ,vσ ) to provide
a (non-orthonormal) basis for its tangent plane. Represent this tangential frame by the
3×2 matrix
Fσ =
[
uσ vσ
]
=
[
(x j−xi) (xk−xi)
]
(6.1)
where xi ∈ R3 is the position of vertex i. This matrix provides the linear mapping of
tangent vectors in the local coordinate system to world coordinates. It also has the
important property of being a linear function of the positions of the triangle corners:
FTσ =
[
−1 1 0
−1 0 1
]xix j
xk
= [x j−xi
xk−xi
]
. (6.2)
Thus, collecting all tangential frames into a single 3×2m matrix F, there is a 2m×n
matrix G, dependent only on the mesh connectivity, relating the tangential frames to
the triangle positions
GX=
[
F1 · · · Fm
]T
= FT (6.3)
where X= [x1 · · · xn]T is the n×3 matrix of vertex positions.
6.2.2 Second-Order Differences.
Now, given the unit normal nσ , extend the existing tangential frame to define a com-
plete local trihedron for each triangle
Dσ =
[
uσ vσ nσ
]
. (6.4)
Again, this matrix is the linear transform from the local coordinate system defined for
the triangle to the corresponding world coordinates. As with the tangential frames,
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define a 3×3m matrix D collecting all trihedrons together.
For a pair of adjacent triangles σ and τ , define a connection map Qστ mapping from
the local coordinate frame of σ to that of τ as
Qστ = D−1τ Dσ . (6.5)
This is depicted in Figure 6.2. Note that this is well-defined so long as τ is not degen-
erate.
Theorem 6.2.1. The collection of all connection maps—one for each pair of adja-
cent triangles—provides a completely rotation-invariant representation of the surface
geometry.
Proof. Let R be an orthonormal transformation (rotation). Applying R as a global
transformation of the surface is the same as left-multiplying all local trihedrons by R,
because R is a rotation (so the normal transforms by R along with the tangent vectors).
Now, note that
(RDτ)−1(RDσ ) = D−1τ (R
−1R)Dσ = D−1τ Dσ .
Thus, applying a global rotation to the surface does not change the connection map
representation at all. Therefore, it is rotation-invariant.
Note that the connection map representation is not invariant under a general affine
transformationA of the original surface. This is because the normals of the triangles do
not transform by A, but rather by (A−1)T. However, the connection maps are invariant
under general non-singular affine transformations of the local-trihedrons (treated just
as matrices, rather than as representing triangles). The proof is very similar to the one
shown above for rotation-invariance.
Connection Equations. The connection maps encode the local structure of the sur-
face in a purely relative way, much like a Frenet representation of curves. In particular,
one can think of them as encoding how the local trihedrons change between adjacent
triangles.
Suppose that one wishes to represent the change in the local trihedron going from σ to
τ in the local coordinate frame of σ . This would give the following discrete connection
equations
uτ −uσ = Γ11uσ +Γ12vσ +Γ13nσ
vτ −vσ = Γ21uσ +Γ22vσ +Γ23nσ
nτ −nσ = Γ31uσ +Γ32vσ +Γ33nσ
which are analogous to the classical Gauss–Weingarten equations. In the classical
(differentiable) case, the Γ coefficients of the uσ and vσ are called Christoffel sym-
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bols and can be computed from the coefficients of the first fundamental form and its
derivatives, while the Γ coefficients of nσ are directly related to the second fundamen-
tal form [17]. Collecting the Γi j coefficients into a single matrix, and rewriting the
connection equations as Dτ −Dσ = DσΓστ , one can easily derive the formula for the
connection coefficients
Γστ =Qτσ − I. (6.6)
Thus, it is clear that the connection maps completely encode the variation of the local
trihedron without reference to the global coordinate system.
The connection equations bear a strong resemblance to the discrete surface equations
defined by Lipman et al. [56], and indeed they serve a similar purpose. However,
my formulation describes connections between adjacent faces rather than neighboring
vertices. This is a crucial distinction, because it avoids the need to invent tangent
planes at vertices. Furthermore, I require no additional apparatus (e.g., first and second
fundamental forms) since all of this information is contained within the connection
maps.
Dealing With Degeneracies. Looking at Equation (6.5), it is apparent that Qστ is
defined only if Dτ is nonsingular. The only case in which Dτ can be singular is if the
triangle τ is degenerate. Theoretically, one could always remove degenerate triangles
from a given mesh before hand, thereby guaranteing that the connection maps are all
well-defined. However, in the case of a deforming surface, a given triangle may be
degenerate only on a subset of frames, and thus it should not be removed from the
surface. Such situations are rare, but it would be preferable if the algorithm did not
completely fail in the presence of a single degenerate triangle.
Observe that for a given pair of triangles, there are two possible connection maps we
could compute: Qστ and Qτσ . However, in the case when σ and τ are both non-
degenerate, Qστ =Q−1τσ . Thus, in general, no new information is gained by computing
the opposite connection map. However, in the specific case where τ is degenerate and
σ is not, we can compute Qτσ instead of Qστ . This allows the algorithm to robustly
handle isolated degenerate triangles.
If both σ and τ are degenerate, then no connection maps can be computed for this
pair of triangles. In that case, I simply ignore this pair (as if the surface was not
connected there). Note that leaving out edges in this manner can have an effect on
the reconstructed surface. In this case, the user-interface should inform the user of the
problem region so that they may constrain the local trihedrons there (thereby removing
the problem completely).
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6.2.3 Deformation and Reconstruction
At any instant in time, the surface geometry is completely captured by the set of tri-
hedrons D and one or more anchor points, which specify the world coordinates for
corresponding vertices. Given these, the linear system (6.3) uniquely determines the
positions of all vertices, and guarantees reproduction of the original geometry up to the
numerical precision of the solver.
Rather than simply reintegrating the surface, it is of course much more interesting to
consider deforming the surface in a natural way. It is desirable that any deformation
preserve the basic structure of the surface, and it is this structure that is described by the
set of connection maps. When deforming the surface, there is rarely an exact solution
for reintegrating the shape, thus requiring least-squares approximation of the geometry.
Vertex Fitting. Given a target tangential frame (or trihedron) for each triangle, the
task of vertex fitting is to find the vertex positions X that best fit these frames, in
the least squares sense. I compute these positions by solving the system of normal
equations
GTGX=GTFT (6.7)
with the position of at least one vertex constrained, to guarantee uniqueness. Con-
straints are imposed simply by setting the rows of the right-hand side corresponding to
the constrained vertices to the desired vertex positions, and replacing the corresponding
rows of GTG with rows from the identity matrix.
Solving this system is relatively inexpensive. The matrix GTG is quite sparse and can
be constructed directly from the mesh connectivity (§6.2.6). Furthermore, it is possible
to factor the matrix exactly once and reuse that factorization for all computations, since
the matrix is strictly a function of the mesh connectivity and the supplied vertex con-
straints. For the 23K polygon dress shown in Figure 6.1, construction, factorization,
and back-substitution required 0.27, 0.20, and 0.06 seconds, respectively. These tim-
ings reflect using SuperLU and unoptimized CBLAS on a 3 GHz Intel Xeon machine.
For a closed orientable manifold, this least-squares reconstruction is essentially a Pois-
son system and is in essence equivalent to Poisson coordinate gradient fitting [82] and
deformation gradient fitting [74]. One can, for instance, interpret Fσ as the deformation
gradient for the mapping of the canonical triangle 〈(0,0),(1,0),(0,1)〉 to σ . Botsch et
al. [12] provide a good analysis of the connections between deformation gradient sys-
tems and Poisson systems.
Trihedron Fitting. When editing the surface, the connection maps remain constant
and from these I derive the set of trihedrons to be used in reconstructing the vertex
positions. From the definition of Qστ , note that
QTστD
T
τ −DTσ = 0. (6.8)
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Consequently, one can define a 3p×3m matrix H, where p is the number of adjacent
triangle pairs (for a closed manifold p= |E|), such that
HDT =
· · · −I · · · Q
T
στ · · ·


...
DTσ
...
DTτ
...

= 0. (6.9)
Given one or more target trihedron constraints, compute the least squares optimal col-
lection of trihedrons by solving the system of normal equations
HTHDT = 0. (6.10)
Here, at least one trihedron must be constrained to make the solution unique. As with
the vertex least squares system, constraints are enforced by replacing rows of the matrix
and the right hand side. Also as with the vertex system, the matrixHTH is quite sparse
and can easily be constructed directly (§6.2.6). However, since it is dependent on
the connection maps and not just the mesh connectivity, it must be factored once per
frame rather than once for all time. Construction and factorization of HTH and back-
substitution to solve for D required 0.51, 0.88, and 0.19 seconds, respectively, for the
dress shown in Figure 6.1.
Empirical results also indicate that the matrixHTH is usually reasonably well-conditioned,
given appropriate constraints. The conditioning, of course, depends on the geometry of
the surface and the actual constraints imposed, but—as an example—the dress shown
in Figure 6.1 with “typical” constraints has a condition number for Equation (6.10)
that is the same order of magnitude as the corresponding condition number for Equa-
tion (6.7) (5.5× 105 and 1.4× 105 respectively, measured with the L∞ norm). Keep
in mind that Equation (6.7) is essentially a Poisson system, and is generally no worse
conditioned than the uniform-weight Laplacian systems used regularly for surface pa-
rameterization. In certain situations, or for certain meshes, the conditioning of HTH
may not be as good. However, I have yet to encounter any numerical difficulties that
couldn’t be resolved by simply re-scaling the input mesh (i.e., the problems were due
simply to floating-point representation limitations). To avoid potential conditioning
problems, though, other methods for solving Equation (6.9) in the least-squares sense
(such as QR factorization) may be advisable.
Having fit the set of trihedrons, I find the final vertex positions by solving (6.7) above.
At a high level, this two-phase reconstruction is similar to the scheme used by Lip-
man et al. [56] where local orthonormal frames must be reconstructed before recon-
structing the vertex positions.
Figure 6.3 shows two examples of deforming surfaces by this technique. It also high-
lights an added benefit of the fact that I do not need to construct coordinate frames at
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(a) Twisting a non-manifold (b) Bending a Klein bottle
Figure 6.3: My approach naturally accommodates rotational edits, even on non-
manifold and non-orientable surfaces.
vertices: this representation is able to process both non-manifold and non-orientable
surfaces. Every vertex where the two sheets of the surface shown in Figure 6.3a meet
is a non-manifold vertex, yet the system reconstructs the intended twisted surface with-
out difficulty. The surface in Figure 6.3b is a figure-eight Klein bottle where the dark
band indicates the orientation discontinuity; however, it can be bent just as easily as
an orientable manifold. Such results are not possible using prior methods, which use
vertex-based coordinate frames.
6.2.4 Unbiased Tangential Frames
The formulation of the local frames F and the matrixG above is biased by which corner
of each triangle has been chosen as the “origin” of that triangle (the first corner listed in
the face triple). This has no effect when the surface is reconstructed from a consistent
set of tangential frames— when the residual of the least squares solution is zero—
but it could potentially have an impact when the tangential frames do not describe a
consistent surface. I can remove this bias from the system in the following way. For a
given triangle σ = (i, j,k) define the unbiased tangential frame as
Fˆσ =
[
(x j−xi) (xk−x j) (xi−xk)
]
. (6.11)
Note that Fˆσ can be computed directly from Fσ as follows:
Fˆσ =
[
f1σ (f2σ − f1σ ) −f2σ
]
(6.12)
where fiσ denotes the ith column of Fσ .
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(a) Biased G (b) Unbiased G
Figure 6.4: Example of performing a rotational edit with biased tangential frames (a),
versus unbiased tangential frames (b). There is little observable difference between the
two results.
Obviously Fˆσ is still a linear function of the vertex positions,
FˆTσ =
−1 1 00 −1 1
1 0 −1

xix j
xk
=
x j−xixk−x j
xi− xk
 . (6.13)
However, now no corner of the triangle is any more “important” than the others. As
before, I can construct a linear system relating vertex positions to the unbiased local
frames:
GˆX=
[
Fˆ1 · · · Fˆm
]T
= FˆT. (6.14)
This system is larger than the corresponding one for the regular tangential frames. Gˆ is
a 3m×nmatrix. Also as before, given a set of local trihedrons and a set of constraints, I
can compute unbiased tangential frames, and solve for the best-fitting vertex positions
using
GˆTGˆX= GˆTFˆT. (6.15)
Unbiased tangential frames are the “correct” choice, and I can find pathological exam-
ples where Equations (6.7) and (6.15) produce drastically different results. However,
for all of the practical examples I tried, there was no qualitative difference between
the results with biased vs. unbiased tangential frames (See Figure 6.4). This is partly
because the results a user would generally care about are those that naturally have a
nearly consistent set of tangential frames, and thus a small solution residual. As men-
tioned before, the two systems yield identical results when the tangential frames are
fully consistent.
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The downside of using unbiased tangential frames is that they contain even more re-
dundant information. This makes the construction of Gˆ and Fˆ somewhat slower, as
well as slowing down the solving of Equation (6.15). This performance impact is a
small constant. For the dress shown in Figure 6.1 the construction of GˆTGˆ was 18%
slower in the unbiased case, as compared to the biased version. The factorization of
that matrix was 2% slower in the unbiased case. Finally, the construction of the right-
hand-side and back-substitution to solve Eq. (6.15) was 6% slower for the unbiased
version.
Despite this small performance impact, and the negligible qualitative difference in most
results, I would recommend that future implementations of my work use the unbiased
formulation. This is because it has the potential to give more correct results in extreme
cases, and is quite possibly more numerically stable. However, as I discovered this
formulation only very recently, all of the examples shown in this chapter used the
regular (biased) tangential frames, unless otherwise stated.
Connection with Gradient, Divergence, and Laplacian. Let x, y, and z be the
piecewise linear scalar functions defining the mesh’s geometry. Let dx, dy, and dz
be the discrete 1-forms corresponding to the discrete gradient fields ∇x, ∇y, and ∇z.
Now, consider a triangle σ . Let e= (i, j) be an edge of σ and denote the corresponding
column of Fˆσ as fˆeσ . Recall that fˆeσ = x j−xi. Note that x j−xi = (dxi j,dyi j,dzi j). Thus,
the three components of the vector fˆeσ are the three 1-forms dxe, dye, dze associated with
that edge.
Thus, the computation of GˆX= FˆT can be considered as computing the 1-form repre-
sentations of the gradients of each of the three geometry signals, x,y,z. Fˆ, in this case,
is a consistent set of tangential frames.
For the remainder of the discussion, assume the mesh is an oriented manifold. Now
consider a vertex v. Let E(v) be the set of edges incident on v. For an edge e ∈ E(v)
let σe and τe denote the two triangles that are incident on e oriented such that the half
edge corresponding to e in σ is pointed toward v (and it’s symmetric half-edge in τ is
pointed away from v). Now, the vth row of GˆTFˆT can be written as
GˆTFˆT(v) = ∑
e∈E(v)
fˆeσe − fˆeτe . (6.16)
In the case where the tangential frames are consistent, we know that fˆeτe =−fˆeσe . In that
case, for each of the three spatial dimensions, we can assign a single 1-form for each
oriented edge. Denoting the triple of these 1-forms for edge e as fˆe, Equation (6.16)
becomes
GˆTFˆT(v) = 2 ∑
e∈E(v)
fˆe. (6.17)
Except for the extra factor of 2, this equation is essentially a uniform weight version of
the discrete divergence operator on the corresponding gradient fields.
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(a) Biased H (b) Unbiased H
Figure 6.5: Example of performing a rotational edit with biased connection map system
(a), versus unbiased connection map system (b). There is little observable difference
between the two results. Both were computed with unbiased tangential frames.
Thus, for consistent tangential frames, Fˆ can be thought of as a representation of the
gradients of the components of x. For an inconsistent set of tangential frames, Fˆ de-
scribes arbitrary vector fields (not the gradients of any functions). Moreover, GˆTFˆT
can be thought of as taking the divergence of those vector fields. Thus, GˆTGˆ can be
thought of as a uniform weight Laplace-Beltrami operator. Indeed, this matrix is ex-
actly 2 times the standard uniform weight Laplacian matrix for an oriented manifold
(without boundary), and Equation (6.15) turns out to just be a uniform weight Poisson
system.
6.2.5 Unbiased Connection Map System
The connection map system matrix H as originally described is also biased by the
choice of whether to compute Qστ or Qτσ . This bias can be removed even more
easily than the bias in the G system. One simply needs to compute both connection
maps (which are just inverses of each-other), and include both in the system matrix.
Note that, since only HTH is used (we do not need H or HT separately), this does not
increase storage costs. However, it does slightly increase the time needed to construct
HTH (only by about 1%).
As with the biased versus unbiased G system, the results from using the biased or
unbiased H system do not differ significantly in a qualitative sense. Figure 6.5 shows
an example of performing an edit with the biased and unbiased H formulations.
As with the G system, even though all of the results shown in this chapter use the
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σ τ
υ
φ
0
1
2
3
σ = (0, 1, 2)
τ = (1, 3, 2) 
υ = (0, 2, 3)
φ = (0, 3, 1)
Adjacent Triangle Pairs:
Triangle Vertex Index Triples:
(σ, τ)   (σ, υ)   (σ, φ)
(τ, υ)   (τ, φ)
(υ, φ)
Figure 6.6: The simple tetrahedron used to show examples of the GTG and HTH
system matrices.
biased H system, I would recommend that future implementations of this work use
the unbiased formulation, to guard against possible pathological cases where the bias
might make a significant difference.
6.2.6 Direct Construction of System Matrices
Both GTG and HTH can be constructed directly, rather than constructing G or H and
then transpose-multiplying. This saves considerable setup time. Here I will describe
how to directly construct these system matrices.
Constructing the Vertex System. For each triangle σ = (i, j,k), accumulate GTG
as follows:
1. Add 2 to (GTG)ii.
2. Add 1 to (GTG) j j and subtract 1 from (GTG)i j and from (GTG) ji.
3. Add 1 to (GTG)kk and subtract 1 from (GTG)ik and from (GTG)ki.
Note thatGTG is symmetric (as it must be, since it is the result of multiplying a matrix
by its own transpose), and each row sums to zero, which provides a means of verifying
the construction.
As an example, the GTG matrix for the tetrahedron shown in Figure 6.6 is
GTG=

6 −2 −2 −2
−2 4 −1 −1
−2 −1 3 0
−2 −1 0 3
 .
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This matrix appears dense only because of the simplicity of the example. In general,
it will be quite sparse. Also notice how similar this matrix looks to a standard un-
normalized uniform-weight Laplacian or Poisson system matrix. However, its exact
construction depends on which vertex is chosen as the “origin” of each local trihedron
(the first vertex in each triangle’s vertex index triple). For this tetrahedral example,
it is possible to choose the triangle triples such that every vertex appears as the local
origin of the same number of triangles. In that case, GTG will be exactly the same as
an unnormalized uniform-weight Laplacian matrix. However, this is not possible for a
general surface.
Of course, it is also possible to directly construct the unbiased version of the vertex
system matrix (See Section 6.2.4). To do so, for each triangle σ = (i, j,k), accumulate
GˆTGˆ as follows:
1. Add 2 to (GˆTGˆ)ii.
2. Add 2 to (GˆTGˆ) j j.
3. Add 2 to (GˆTGˆ)kk.
4. Subtract 1 from (GˆTGˆ)i j and from (GˆTGˆ) ji.
5. Subtract 1 from (GˆTGˆ) jk and from (GˆTGˆ)k j.
6. Subtract 1 from (GˆTGˆ)ik and from (GˆTGˆ)ki.
The GˆTGˆ matrix for the tetrahedron shown in Figure 6.6 is
GˆTGˆ=

6 −2 −2 −2
−2 6 −2 −2
−2 −2 6 −2
−2 −2 −2 6
 .
Now, the connection with Poisson systems is even more clear. As mentioned earlier,
for an orientable manifold without boundary, GˆTGˆ is exactly 2 times the unnormalized
uniform weight Laplacian matrix for the same triangle mesh.
Constructing the Trihedron System. It is easiest to describe the construction of
HTH in terms of 3×3 blocks. For each pair of adjacent triangles (σ ,τ)with connection
map Qστ accumulate the 3×3 blocks of HTH as follows:
1. Add I to (HTH)σσ .
2. Add QστQTστ to (HTH)ττ .
3. Subtract QTστ from (HTH)στ .
4. Subtract Qστ from (HTH)τσ .
Note that HTH is also symmetric (again, as it must be). Also, note that only the diag-
onal blocks will really need to be “accumulated.” All off-diagonal blocks are affected
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by at most one connection map.
As an example, the HTH matrix for the tetrahedron shown in Figure 6.6 is
HTH=

3I −QTστ −QTσυ −QTσφ
−Qστ QστQTστ +2I −QTτυ −QTτφ
−Qσυ −Qτυ QσυQTσυ +QτυQTτυ + I −QTυφ
−Qσφ −Qτφ −Qυφ QσφQTσφ +QτφQTτφ +QυφQTυφ
 .
Again, this matrix appears dense only because of the simplicity of the example. In
general, the matrix will be quite sparse.
Given this procedure for constructing the biased HTH system, constructing the unbi-
ased version of it is very easy. Simply treat (σ ,τ) and (τ,σ) as separate adjacency
pairs, and proceed as before.
6.2.7 Temporal Representation
The representation I have so far described captures the geometry of a static surface.
An f -frame animation sequence is determined by the sequence D = (D1,D2, . . . ,D f )
of per-frame trihedrons, plus one or more anchor vertices per frame. By default, the
system selects the vertex with the least positional variance, although the user is allowed
to select anchors directly. For animations with specific positional constraints, such
as cloth simulations with points constraining the cloth to the character’s body, it is
preferable to use these constraint points as anchors instead.
Prior to performing any motion processing, I factor each local trihedron of each frame
into a rotational and a stretch/skew part via polar decomposition [69]. Because the
trihedrons are constructed with unit normals, all stretch/skew components are purely
tangential. Therefore, I can represent the polar decomposition of the trihedron Dtτ of
triangle τ at frame t with (1) a unit quaternion qtτ to encode global rotation and (2) a
symmetric 2×2 matrix Stτ to encode tangential stretch/skew. For notational purposes,
I also introduce the 3×3 matrices Rtτ and Sˆtτ such that:
(qtτ ,S
t
τ) =matrix(q
t
τ)
[
Stτ 0
0 1
]
= Rtτ Sˆ
t
τ = D
t
τ . (6.18)
Throughout the rest of this chapter, it is assumed that all operations on pairs of quater-
nions occur after they have been oriented such that the spherical linear interpolation
distance between the two quaternions is minimal. This operation is quite simple, but it
is extremely important because quaternions do not uniquely represent orientation (there
are two unit quaternions for each possible orientation). This orientation operation is
done easily by checking the dot product of the quaternion’s 4-vector representations. If
the dot product is negative, one of the quaternions should be negated. If this check is
not performed, unexpected rotations of individual triangles may be introduced into the
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motion processing results.
The only pre-processing this method requires is to compute the polar decomposition of
each local trihedron for each frame of the animation. This is a very fast process; the
23K triangle dress (Figure 6.1) requires only 0.03 seconds per frame.
For very large models, or long animations, I store the decomposed local trihedrons out-
of-core and cache a window of frames around the last accessed frame. This slows down
some operations, as it may require disk access, but the caching scheme ameliorates this,
and it is necessary to prevent the system from running out of core memory.
Any particular editing operation will generally involve specifying new constraints on
the trihedron field. The connection maps allow the reconstruction of the deformed
trihedron field for any particular frame, which subsequently determines the updated
vertex positions. Since construction time is small, I compute connection maps for
frames as needed, rather than persistently storing them. This is largely due to space
concerns.
6.3 Motion Processing
I aim to provide the ability to perform general processing of free-form motion in ways
analogous to existing techniques for skeletal motion. These free-form deforming sur-
face animations may originate in a number of ways, including physical simulation,
shape blending/morphing, or surface motion capture. The editing tools presented in
this chapter allow such motions to be manipulated, combined, and reused in new and
different ways.
Propagating geometric edits across a clip from a single frame is one way to manipulate
an animation, as I showed in Chapter 5. However, using the differential representation
developed above, I can provide a much broader range of processing tools. In this sec-
tion, I demonstrate how to perform signal processing in the temporal domain, blend
different motion sequences together, and interpolate new keyframes into the animation
sequence. Because an arbitrary number of constraints can be supplied to the recon-
struction systems (§6.2.3) all of this processing can be performed subject to external
constraints. This is analogous to constraint-based skeletal motion editing methods [34],
which have enjoyed great success in graphics research and the industry.
6.3.1 Frame Blending Operators
One of the most fundamental motion processing tools is the ability to combine and
to compute differences between corresponding frames. These algebraic operations on
frames will allow me to perform a number of operations on frame sequences, including
blending and signal processing.
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Figure 6.7: Shape blending. Linear interpolation of vertices causes artifacts, such as a
collapsing foot, that absolute blending prevents.
(a) Absolute blending takes the shortest path in global rotation space, producing an undesirable result
(b) Relative blending resolves this problem
Figure 6.8: Blending an initially flat cloth animation (left) with a curved copy of itself
(right).
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Absolute Blending. Given the local trihedron of a triangle τ in frames s and t, it
is possible to directly blend the trihedrons in each of the frames. Thus, define the
generalized absolute subtraction operator 	 as
(qtτ ,S
t
τ)	 (qsτ ,Ssτ) = (qtτ(qsτ)−1,Stτ −Ssτ). (6.19)
Similarly, define the generalized absolute weighted addition operator ⊕, with scalar
weight w as
w(qtτ ,S
t
τ)⊕ (qsτ ,Ssτ) = (pow(qtτ ,w)qsτ ,wStτ +Ssτ). (6.20)
I refer to these operators as absolute because they combine orientations in the absolute
world coordinates in which the surface is embedded.
Using these operators, I define the operator for blending the trihedron fields of frames
s and t as
blend(Ds,Dt ,w) = w(Dt 	Ds)⊕Ds, w ∈ [0,1] (6.21)
where ⊕ and 	 applied to the entire frame simply indicates pair-wise application to
each pair of corresponding trihedrons. This amounts to spherical linear interpolation
on q and linear interpolation on S. Having constructed the blended trihedron field,
the interpolated vertex positions are recovered using Equation (6.7). This is similar
to the Poisson shape interpolation method [81] and deformation gradient based shape
blending [74] in that the orientation and stretch/skew of each triangle is interpolated
separately and then recombined with a least-squares system. However, my method is
based on a more general foundation (for example, I do not require a separate reference
mesh in order to define the local trihedrons) on which I build more powerful machinery,
such as keyframe interpolation and temporal signal processing. Figure 6.7 shows an
example of blending frames in this manner. As one would expect, it is clearly superior
to linear interpolation of vertex positions.
Relative Blending. While absolute blending is obviously superior to simple linear
interpolation on the vertices, it can produce quite undesirable behavior in certain sit-
uations. For example, if a surface folds over itself and is blended with a surface that
lies flat, blending in absolute rotation space will cause the surface to pass through itself
(see Figure 6.8a).
Absolute blending fails in such cases because it relies on the absolute global orientation
of triangles. I eliminate this problem by introducing a relative blending operator that
operates on the connection maps between triangles. Given the polar decompositions
(qtσ ,Stσ ) and (qtτ ,Stτ) for the trihedrons of two neighboring triangles σ and τ , note that
Qtστ =
(
Rtτ Sˆ
t
τ
)−1Rtσ Sˆtσ
= (Sˆtτ)
−1 (matrix((qtτ)−1qtσ )) Sˆtσ . (6.22)
Therefore, to blend the connection maps Qtστ and Qsστ in frames s and t, I perform lin-
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ear interpolation on Sσ and Sτ and spherical linear interpolation on (qτ)−1qσ . Having
blended the connection maps, the local trihedrons and vertex positions are recovered
through the linear systems (6.10) and (6.7), respectively. The trihedrons of the anchor
faces, which provide the constraints in (6.10), must be combined via absolute blending.
Also, due to the fact that (6.10) minimizes the Frobenius norm of the local trihedron
difference, rather than some nonlinear rotational norm, the surface can exhibit severe
shrinkage when the source and destination frames are very different. I fix this problem
by simply ignoring the stretch/skew components of the reconstructed local trihedrons,
and instead using the stretch/skewmatrices that are directly interpolated in constructing
Equation (6.22). This ensures that surface area is locally maintained.
By blending connection maps, which are entirely relative to the surface, rather than
local trihedrons, which contain an absolute rotational component, I resolve the prob-
lem with absolute blending (see Figure 6.8b). This comes with the caveat that relative
blending can be substantially slower than absolute blending. Relative blending requires
refactoring (6.10) in each frame of the blend region, since the connection maps are
changing, whereas absolute blending requires only back substitution. Relative blend-
ing may also produce visually distracting surface motion when one or more of the
source frames contains highly crumpled geometry; in such cases, the “incorrect” mo-
tion produced by absolute blending may be preferred. More generally, relative and
absolute blending can easily be combined. Absolute blending must be used for trihe-
dron anchors. Also, small numerical errors in the orientations of local trihedrons will
accumulate the further one moves from the constrained trihedrons. Small orientation
errors can result in large translational errors during vertex reconstruction. Therefore,
in practice, it is best to use more than one anchor triangle (which will undergo abso-
lute blending), since this more reliably maintains the global orientation of the blended
shape.
6.3.2 Motion Blending
Having defined per-frame blending operators, it is now possible to easily blend entire
motion clips together. Given two clipsD= (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn) and E= (E1,E2, . . . ,Em),
one must simply choose an appropriate alignment of the frames and a suitable weight-
ing function to be able to blend corresponding pairs of frames.
For the examples shown in this chapter, I have used a simple linear blend weight func-
tion over a region of b frames. Schematically, the parameters of blend() will look like
this:
D1 · · · Dn−b+1 Dn−b+2 · · · Dn
E1 E2 · · · Eb · · · Em
1/b 2/b · · · b/b
This basic construct can obviously be generalized in any number of ways, including
use of higher order weighting functions and allowing separate weighting functions to
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(a) Original motion (top) looped with relative blending (bottom)
(b) Two source frames for blending (c) Linear blending
(d) Absolute blending (e) Relative blending
Figure 6.9: Making a clip loop seamlessly by blending first and last 60 frames. Linear
blending (c) obviously fails. Absolute trihedron blending (d) does much better, but still
causes problems on the cow’s head. Relative connection map blending (e) maintains
the shape quite well.
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Figure 6.10: By inserting new keyframes (top) into an existing cloth animation (middle)
one can easily make significant alterations to the motion while preserving its character
(bottom).
be specified on a per-triangle basis.
An example of blending two cloth animations together was already shown in Fig-
ure 6.8. By blending a bent copy of the original with itself, the cloth can be given
the appearance of curling up over time. Another example of what motion blending
can achieve is shown in Figure 6.9. Here the initial animation of a complex surface,
namely a cow, undergoes a series of fairly radical non-rigid motions. By using rela-
tive blending to combine two clips formed from the first and last 60 frames, one can
produce a new clip that loops seamlessly. This would be an obviously useful tool in
building motion databases for later playback. Also notice that the shape of the cow is
preserved quite nicely during blending, despite the rather extreme motion. Even abso-
lute blending is not able to satisfactorily handle this case (though it is still significantly
better than linear blending).
6.3.3 Key-frame Interpolation
One of the most important animation editing techniques is the ability to insert key-
frames into existing animation sequences. My framework makes this easy.
Suppose that, given the animation sequence D = (D1,D2, . . . ,D f ), the user is free to
edit the geometry of frame t in any way they desire. This new geometry will determine
a new trihedron field E, from which one can compute the keyframe difference K =
E	Dt that encapsulates the changes the user has made. It is then a simple matter to
propagate these changes to all other frames of the animation by computing
D′ = (w1K⊕D1,w2K⊕D2, . . . ,w fK⊕D f ). (6.23)
This would provide functionality somewhat similar to that presented in Chapter 5.
However, the real aim here is to support the more general operation of interpolated
keyframe insertion.
Now suppose that the user is free to edit any number of frames, producing several new
keyframe differencesKs,Kt ,Ku,Kv, etc. By using linear splining for S and quaternion
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Figure 6.11: Top: Original galloping horse animation. Middle: Attempting to enhance
the motion by linear temporal signal processing on the vertex positions produces un-
desirable geometric changes in the feet, legs, and tail (Note: these pictures have been
zoomed out to show the extent of the legs). Bottom: Enhancing the motion by scaling
one of the angular frequency bands of my local trihedron representation produces the
desired exaggerated leg movement.
splining [25] for q—there is a separate spline for each triangle— I can directly produce
the interpolated difference sequence K = (K1,K2, . . . ,K f ). I then simply apply this
difference sequence to the original sequence
K⊕D= (K1⊕D1,K2⊕D2, . . . ,K f ⊕D f ) (6.24)
to produce the final animation. I use interpolatory splines; therefore, the new animation
sequence passes exactly through the user-defined keyframes. It also contains all the
motion of the original animation. This is analogous to Motion Warping for skeletal
animations [78].
Figure 6.10 shows an example of inserting four keyframes into an existing cloth ani-
mation. Each of the new keyframes represents a significant bending of the cloth away
from its initial configuration, which is shown in light grey. The keyframes were pro-
duced using my rotation-invariant surface editing technique (§6.4) and inserted into the
animation using the method described above. Notice how the final animation passes
exactly through the keyframes while preserving the basic structure of its original mo-
tion.
6.3.4 Temporal Signal Processing
The blending operations defined in Section 6.3.1 also allow the manipulation of motion
via temporal signal processing. Note that this is distinct from the temporally coherent
spatial signal processing presented in Chapter 5. Instead, the method presented here
processes actual motion frequencies.
The key idea here is to view the sequence of local trihedrons for a single triangle over
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time as the signal to be processed. In essence, the decomposed trihedron (q,S) can be
viewed as a kind of generalized coordinates describing the shape of the triangle relative
to the “origin”, which is the canonical triangle 〈(0,0,0),(1,0,0),(0,1,0)〉. Taking this
view, the sequence of trihedrons for a single triangle becomes a kind of triangle path
that can be analyzed using standard signal processing techniques.
Consider the triangle path formed by the sequence of local trihedrons for a single trian-
gle over time. It consists of two signals: the rotational component q and the tangential
stretch/skew component S. I use a standard pyramid scheme, where down-sampling
and detail differencing are used to compute a time-domain multiresolution pyramid,
and up-sampling with detail addition are used to reconstruct the signal-processed path.
Each signal is processed separately for each triangle, and the resulting trihedrons are
used to reconstruct the new vertex positions.
To down-sample a triangle path, first pre-smooth—making each q and S the average
of its time-domain neighbors and itself—and then discard every other frame. To up-
sample, simply fill in the missing frames with the average of their two time-domain
neighbors. In both of these cases, to average quaternions, I simply treat them as 4-
vectors and average the vector representations (and renormalize the resulting quater-
nion). This is an efficiency gain over alternate forms of combining orientations, and I
have found it to be sufficient in this case.
As usual, detail differences are computed between successive pyramid levels by up-
sampling the coarser level and subtracting this smooth approximation from the finer
level via the 	 operator. During reconstruction, details are added back via the ⊕ op-
erator and user defined weights for each level. The detail differences between each
level thus act like frequency bands, with coarse-scale details containing low-frequency
motion and fine-scale details containing high-frequency motion. This is largely anal-
ogous to the skeletal motion signal processing methods proposed by Bruderlin and
Williams [15].
Note that, during the down-sampling and up-sampling phases, I make use of time-
domain neigbors. This brings up the questions of what to do at the boundaries of the
sequence (that is, its two endpoints). I provide two options. The first is to reuse a
frame as its own neighbor across the begining or end of the sequence. This provides
“clamped” behavior suitable for animations that have very different begining and end-
ing frames. The second option is to use the begining frame as the neighbor for the
ending frame, and vice versa. This provides “cyclic” behavior suitable for looping an-
imations. The cyclic boundary condition will ensure that an animation that originally
looped seamlessly will continue to do so after temporal signal processing has been
applied.
Figure 6.11 shows an example of enhancing one of the medium angular frequency
bands of a galloping horse. As expected, this exaggerates the basic motion of the horse.
Also shown— for comparison— in that figure is the result of trying to do temporal
signal processing directly on the individual vertex positions, which produces a much
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less desirable result. Temporal signal processing can also be used to damp out (rather
than enhance) motion frequencies (Figure 6.12b).
Motion Detail Transfer. One can also use the signal pyramid to transfer motion fre-
quency bands from one animation to another. Simply copy the desired motion detail
band from the source animation and combine it with the corresponding detail band of
the target animation using the ⊕ operator. While this requires that the two sequences
have the same number of frames, animations can always be resampled to make the
frame counts match if necessary. Figure 6.12 shows an example of transferring the mo-
tion of wind-driven ripples from one cloth animation to another animation. The anchor
vertices are those points originally constrained by the cloth simulator to conform to
the character. This helps prevent the close-fitting portions of the cloth from intersect-
ing with the body during signal processing and motion transfer. I easily removed the
remaining cloth/object intersections in the loose part of the dress via keyframe editing.
6.4 Geometry Processing
Although the primary purpose of this framework is to support free-form motion pro-
cessing, my differential representation also provides a convenient basis for manipulat-
ing the geometry of individual frames.
Rotation-Invariant Surface Editing. Prior work on differential surface representa-
tions has focused primarily on surface editing. Like these earlier schemes, my method
handles translational and rotational edits. My scheme also allows detail-preserving
shearing and anisotropic stretching of the surface. All these edits can be performed
interactively even on models with tens of thousands of triangles (i.e., Figures 6.1 and
6.10). Furthermore, keyframe splining (§6.3.3) and reconstruction of vertex positions
takes place in the background, so the user does not need to wait for their changes to
propagate before continuing with the editing of a particular frame.
Following the conventions used by others [56, 82], the user selects a region of inter-
est (ROI) that will be deformed and a handle region that can be rotated, translated,
scaled, or skewed. The ROI is deformed by solving the least squares reconstruction
systems. The non-ROI regions provide the constraints necessary to guarantee unique-
ness of the reconstruction. The linear systems are built from the original surface and are
not changed during editing (unless requested by the user); only the constraints supplied
by the user vary. The fact that connection maps are not changed is actually a powerful
guard against unintended numerical drift. However, it can be helpful to break down
very large rotational edits into a couple of smaller steps (recomputing the connection
maps at each step), as Equation (6.10) minimizes the Frobenius norm difference of
the local trihedrons, rather than a true measure of rotation. This same limitation was
present in the rotationally-invariant approach of Lipman et al. [56]. It is up to the user
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(a) Cloth on walking character.
(b) High frequencies removed from back; lift added by keyframing.
(c) Cloth on character standing in strong wind.
(d) High frequency motion from (c) transferred to (b).
Figure 6.12: Temporal signal processing can be used not only to enhance or damp out
motion (b), but also to transfer selected frequencies of motion from one animation to
another (d).
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Figure 6.13: Detail-preserving edits of a surface (a) with ROI shown in red. Supported
operations include (b) rotation, (c) rotation with area preservation, (d) shear, and (e)
anisotropic scaling (x and y scaled by 3.0, z scaled by 1.0).
to decide when to recompute the connection maps. I have found that breaking large
rotations into approximately 90◦ increments gives pleasing rotational behavior.
It is often desirable to preserve surface area when performing rotational edits, espe-
cially when editing cloth. I provide this option to the user by simply discarding inter-
polated stretch/skew components in favor of the original.
This editing method is used to specify all keyframe constraints used in this chapter.
Figure 6.13 shows some further examples that demonstrate the ability of this represen-
tation to handle skewing and anisotropic stretching, in addition to simple rotation and
translation.
Material Modulation. When editing naturally articulated models, such as a human
or animal, a user intuitively expects the surface to bend primarily at joints. I can easily
provide this behavior by adding per-edge weights to Equation (6.9) and per-triangle
weights to Equation (6.3). Higher edge weights increase resistance to bending at that
edge, and higher triangle weights increase resistance to stretching/skewing that ele-
ment. I automatically compute weights from the original motion sequence following
Popa et al. [63], with every animation frame serving as an example pose. The effect of
material modulation on the galloping horse is shown in Figure 6.14.
Surface Smoothing. It is also possible to easily smooth a given shape by diffus-
ing differences in extrinsic rotation (rotation of the normal) between neighboring tri-
angles with Jacobi-like iterations and then reconstructing a smoothed surface with
Eq. (6.7). By smoothing only the rotational components of the trihedron, and leaving
the stretch/skew components unchanged, local variations in shape are diffused with-
out parametric smoothing or significant surface area loss. This is closely related to
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(a) No material modulation (b) With material modulation
Figure 6.14: Rotating a foot by 135◦. Automatically inferred edge/triangle weights
produce noticeably more natural behavior.
Figure 6.15: The polar decomposition of local trihedrons allows the smoothing of ori-
entations while locally preserving surface area.
the smoothing process described by Yu et al. [82]. Figure 6.15 shows an example of
smoothing the spiny box with 500 Jacobi iterations at a step size of 0.2. The shape is
now very smooth, yet has lost almost none of its surface area.
Fold Mollification. The local trihedron based surface smoothing method is good
at removing high-frequency details from a surface, but like all Jacobi iteration based
methods it converges very slowly. Thus, it cannot be used for removing lower-frequency
folds or tangles without an enormous number of iterations. However, using the con-
nection map representation I can directly solve for a surface configuration that has all
extrinsic rotation removed (or as close as possible in the least-squares Frobenius norm
sense). This is done by removing all extrinsic rotation from the each Qτσ and then
solving Equation (6.7) for the new trihedron field. This method was used to untangle
the cloth in Figure 6.1. Fold mollification works best on open, developable surfaces,
where a flat configuration is possible. It tends to fail on closed surfaces, since the
“flattened” connection maps describe an impossible configuration.
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6.5 Conclusion
I have described a new approach to free-form motion processing that provides great
power and flexibility. To demonstrate its flexibility, I have shown that it makes motion
blending, keyframe insertion, temporal signal processing, and motion transfer possible.
My motion processing framework is based on a novel differential surface representa-
tion that is invariant under rotations and translations, does not fabricate tangent planes
outside the surface itself, and which is capable of handling both non-manifold and
non-orientable surfaces with ease.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
Motion is integral to the field of computer graphics. There exists a large body of tech-
niques for processing and editing skeletal motion, increasing the versatility of each
animation clip. However, until now, such techniques have not been developed for de-
forming surface animations— where the surface geometry undergoes completely free-
form motion.
Polygonal meshes are also an important part of computer graphics. Numerous tech-
niques have been developed for editing and approximating meshes with static geome-
try. However, these techniques cannot generally be used on deforming surfaces.
My work, as presented in this dissertation, addresses both of these issues. I have shown
how to generate good approximations of deforming surfaces. I have also presented
methods for editing both the geometry and motion of deforming surfaces.
It is important to develop such techniques, in part because free-form deforming surfaces
(especially cloth) are becoming ubiquitous in many applications of computer graphics.
Also, deforming surfaces are often very time-consuming to generate. For example,
tuning a physical simulation to achieve a desired effect can require numerous simula-
tion runs, each of which can take considerable time. Being able to edit and combine
free-form motion clips, as I have described, should go a long way in easing this design
cycle.
7.1 Summary of Contributions
To summarize, the main contributions of my work are the following:
• Deforming Surface Approximation. I have presented a technique for adap-
tively generating multiresolution hierarchies for each frame of a deforming sur-
face animation. This provides much greater temporal coherence than building
an entirely new hierarchy on every frame, while simultaneously keeping the ap-
proximation error low on all frames. By storing the incremental changes, rather
than the full hierarchies on each frame, I achieve a compact progressive repre-
sentation of the time-varying sequence of multiresolution meshes. Furthermore,
the adaptive hierarchies I generate are still fully compatible with existing view-
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dependent refinement techniques.
• Adaptive Multiresolution Transform. I have presented a wavelet-like trans-
form for deforming surfaces that can be used for multiresolution editing and
geometric (spatial) signal processing of deforming surfaces. With the addition
of a simple technique I call basis smoothing, this adaptive transform can yield
fully temporally coherent results. A user can perform multiresolution edits to
any frame of the animation, and have these edits propagated to the other frames
in a sensible fashion. They can also perform temporally coherent spatial signal
processing to enhance or damp out geometric features of a deforming surface.
• Free-Form Motion Processing. I have also presented a representation of free-
form motion that allows processing in ways analogous to what can currently be
done with skeletal motion. For example, different free-form motion clips can be
blended together or looped seamlessly. Also, a user can edit any frames of the
animation and insert them as a new keyframes, with the motion smoothly warped
to accommodate them. Finally, temporal signal processing can be performed on
the motion itself— distinct from the spatial signal processing mentioned above—
to damp out or enhance angular or linear frequencies of the motion. This tem-
poral signal processing framework also allows selected motion frequencies to be
transferred from one deforming surface to another.
• Rotation-Invariant Mesh Representation. Using the same representation that
I developed for motion-processing, I also have shown how this forms a rotation-
invariant differential representation of the mesh. This intrinsic representation can
be used to perform detail preserving edits of a surface. Because of its triangle
based formulation, it is simpler than prior rotation invariant formulations and it
can effortlessly handle non-manifold and non-orientable surfaces.
7.2 Future Work
There are a number of interesting research directions that could be pursued, stemming
from my work.
Deforming Surface Approximation. In the area of deforming surface approxima-
tion, it would be beneficial to develop a highly-optimized GPU-supported implemen-
tation of single-resolution dynamic approximation playback, using my fast-updating
techniques. A study should be conducted to determine whether this technique can ac-
tually be used to increase quality and/or decrease rendering time of pre-computed de-
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forming surfaces. The overhead from the fast updating methods is quite small, however,
certain optimizations that rely on a fixed connectivity would not be available. Thus, it
needs to be determined whether the decrease in the number of triangles/vertices that
need to be rendered for a given quality level is enough to offset the update overhead
and loss of static-connectivity optimizations.
It would also be interesting to investigate whether my multiresolution hierarchy up-
dating methods can be used to improve the convergence rates of irregular-mesh based
multigrid solvers. Again, there is a tradeoff: increased convergence rates might be
offset by the overhead of updating the hierarchy.
Basis Smoothing. The basis smoothing method I use for producing temporally co-
herent geometric signal processing results on deforming surfaces could potentially be
used to improve static mesh signal processing. Currently, signal processing of irregu-
lar meshes using schemes like those of Guskov et al. [37] is highly dependent on the
actual hierarchy that is built. The hierarchy, in turn, is highly dependent on the initial
mesh. This can produce “lopsided” results. By perturbing the hierarchy as it is built, to
produce several nearby multiresolution bases, basis smoothing could be applied in the
static-mesh case. This could potentially produce more robust results (less sensitive to
the actual mesh).
Motion Processing of DynamicMeshes. Currently, my local-trihedron and connection-
map based motion processing framework relies on having a fixed connectivity mesh for
all frames. This prevents it from being directly applied to most isosurface animations,
such as the surface of simulated water. However, I believe it would be possible to re-
move this restriction by using non-bijective correspondences between triangles from
one frame to the next, and providing appropriately generalized blending operators. De-
formation gradient based solvers (which are closely related to my local trihedrons) have
already been shown to produce good results in the presence of such non-bijectivity [73].
Other Trihedron Blending Operators. The way I blend the rotational component
of local trihedrons is essentially spherical linear interpolation on their quaternion rep-
resentations. This induces an order dependence in the presence of 3 or more rotations
to be blended. It also makes the keyframe splining implementation somewhat diffi-
cult (good ways of splining quaternions is still an open problem). It may be beneficial
to consider an alternate form of combining transformations, such as the commutative
one presented by Alexa [3], which would allow keyframe splining to be implemented
exactly as in the Euclidian case.
Physically Based Motion Editing. The deforming surface editing and motion pro-
cessing techniques I have developed are based purely on geometric notions. With
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the exception of the automatically inferred edge and triangle weights for the rotation-
invariant mesh editor, I have made no attempt to incorporate knowledge of physical
dynamics. This has the positive aspect of allowing the user to do any kind of edit
they wish, physical or otherwise. On the other hand, it sometimes makes it difficult
to achieve a truly physical looking result when that is what is desired. It would be
interesting to investigate incorporating notions of (for example) cloth dynamics into a
cloth-centric editing system. Velocity of points on the surface could also be taken into
account, to help produce physically plausible motion blending results.
Temporal Connection Maps. Just as I define connection maps between spatially
adjacent pairs of local trihedrons, it is possible to define “temporal connection maps”
between adjacent frames of the same trihedron. These connection maps could be used
as yet another way of blending animations, where the motion would be blended in
without really affecting the base geometry. The results would likely be similar to mo-
tion transfer using my temporal signal processing framework. However, it would still
be interesting to investigate these temporal connection maps to see if they have other
useful properties.
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